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ABSTRACT
Identifying and Quantifying Sediment Sources and Sinks in the Root River,
Southeastern Minnesota
by
Justin C. Stout, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2012
Major Professor: Dr. Patrick Belmont
Department: Watershed Sciences
Currently, our ability to predict the flux of fine sediment at the watershed scale is
limited by the precision of erosion rate estimates for the many potential sources
distributed throughout a landscape as well as our understanding of the connectivity of
sediment pathways during transport. In absence of a robust predictive model which can
be validated by measurements of sediment fluxes and use of geochemical tracers.
Predicting fine sediment yield at the watershed scale requires multiple redundant lines of
information. This thesis outlines the methods used, and the data sets collected in the Root
River watershed in Southeastern Minnesota, all of which are multiple lines of evidence to
the sediment dynamics in the Root River. The research indicates that the Root River is a
very dynamic watershed. The hydrologic regime of the watershed has shifted over the
last half century. Due to this shift sediment fluxes are very dependent of the magnitude
and sequence of events. Geomorphic analysis of the landforms and the use of a
developed tool, TerEx, indicate that many reaches of the river have easily accessible
near-channel sources of sediment. Sediment fingerprinting results illustrate that source
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tracer concentrations are variable across the landscape, that as a whole, upland sources
are still a major contributor to the suspended sediment load, and that in some subwatersheds near-channel sources are dominate in the suspended load. Over all the
channel-floodplain exchange exerts strong control on the flux of sediment through this
river system.
(153 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Identifying and Quantifying Sediment Sources and Sinks in the Root River,
Southeastern Minnesota
by
Justin C. Stout , Master of Science
Utah State University, 2012
Major Professor: Dr. Patrick Belmont
Department: Watershed Sciences

Fine sediment, normally understood to refer to sand, silts, and clays; is a natural
constituent in all rivers. When in excess this fine sediment can degrade the habitat for aquatic life
in these rivers, and carry with it many pollutants and nutrients which can cause adverse effects on
wildlife and human populations.
Understanding how this fine sediment moves through a river system, from erosion off of
hillslopes, transport through the river, and finally export from the mouth of the system is vital part
to land and river management. However, predicting how fine sediment moves through a system
is a difficult project, and to do so adequately many lines of evidence regarding the movement is
needed.
Research done in the Root River has been concluded to build a body of information
regarding the dynamics of fine sediment movement in this river system. Data sets collected
during this research project provide information regarding how river flows have changed over the
last half century and that the movement of fine sediment is dependent on the sequence of floods.
Other datasets indicate that there are many sources of sediment near the river and that these banks
are likely contributing a large amount of sediment to overall amount of sediment in the river.
Through the use of geochemical tracers, the research indicates that upland areas are contributing a
lot of sediment to the river, but that this fine sediment is being exchanged with the floodplains.
This data set collected also provides a strong base for future work in the Root River.
(153 pages)
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CHAPTER 1
SEDIMENT DELIVERY PROCESS AT THE WATERSHED SCALE

1.1 Introduction
Fine sediment, normally understood to comprise of sand, silts and clays (grain
sizes <2mm), dominates the material flux of many rivers and plays a key role in nutrient
transport, channel morphology, light penetration, and food-web dynamics (Martin and
Meybeck, 1979; Macklin et al., 1997; Palmer et al., 2000; Naden, 2010). Currently, our
ability to predict the flux of fine sediment at the watershed scale is limited by the
precision of erosion rate estimates for the many potential sources distributed throughout a
landscape as well as our understanding of the connectivity of sediment pathways during
transport. The routing of sediment through the channel-floodplain complex and a general
understanding of the erosional and depositional history of a landscape are other limiting
factors in our ability to predict sediment flux. Accounting for these limiting factors, the
ability to constraint the processes that detach sediment from the soil surface (terrestrial
sediment), store and reactivate floodplain and valley deposits (alluvial sediment), and
transport sediment through the system (fluvial sediment) becomes stronger with each
redundant line of information. There is a growing interest in stream restoration in the
United States with over one billion US dollars spent each year (Bernhardt et al., 2005).
Often the design of these restoration projects is to reduce sediment in the river. However,
a major flaw in many projects is that the design fails to recognize the importance of sinks
and sources of sediment within the system (Smith et al., 2011).
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In watersheds where excess sediment is a contaminate it is important to address
the questions listed in Gellis and Walling (2011): What are the main sources of the excess
sediment? Where are the sources located? What are the pathways and sinks associated
with the movement of sediment? To effectively apply sediment reduction tactics
answering these questions is an imperative first step.
Watersheds exhibit immense variability in erosion and deposition in both time
and space. Rates are not always constrainable from direct observation of change
detection. Sediment fingerprinting provides a direct line of evidence identifying the
primary sources, transport pathway, and sinks within a watershed. To describe the
movement of sediment at the watershed, or channel network scale, it is necessary to relate
landforms to the responsible sediment transport processes. (Walling, 1999; Burt and
Allison, 2010; Smith et al., 2011). Further, it is necessary to constrain the actual rates of
processes and determine how those rates vary across similar, as well as potentially very
different, landforms. Figure 1.1, illustrates the cascade of storage reservoirs through
which sediment may be sequentially passed through once eroded from a hillslope soil.
Many potential storage areas exist, and the residence time in any given reservoir could
vary from minutes to millennia depending on the processes building and eroding the
landforms (Davies and Korup, 2010). The nature of connectivity between the transport
pathways and the storage areas affects the routing of sediment through each potential sink
and pathway (Fryirs et al., 2007). If the flux of sediment is analyzed over space and time,
project to reduce sediment to rivers and mitigate impacts of disturbances can be better
directed in the location and timing of these efforts.
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Restoration and conservation efforts applied within a watershed do not necessarily
ensure that there will be an immediate reduction in sediment loading to the river.
Hysteresis is often observed between the state of the ecosystem and the perturbation
(Scheffer et al., 2001). Changes in sediment yield often lag behind the expansion of
disturbances in a watershed, and similarly, improvement of sediment conditions will lag
behind conservation efforts (Trimble and Lund, 1982). There are many drivers in the
sediment delivery process. Erosion and delivery rates from disturbed areas can differ
based on land use, connectivity to hillslopes, and vegetation type. The intensity and
duration of rainfall events can increase the amount of sediment transported to the channel
from upland sources. Once in the channel, sediment moves in stochastic events and over
short pathways. The complete removal of sediment from a disturbance may take
millennia based on the variable transport rates and distances of sediment (Lauer and
Parker, 2008a).
Quantifying the movement of sediment from source to sink is a daunting task at
the scale of large watersheds. This is particularly true for hydrologically and
topographically complex watersheds that have experienced a diversity of human
disturbance over time. Further, many different methods must be used to estimate and
predict sediment transport, each providing different information and are subject to
different limitations. Some methods integrate over time and discretize over space. Others
discretize over space and integrate over time. Associated with each method is some
amount of uncertainty. As scientists and managers it is important to determine the most
significant sources of error, understand how to account for error propagation, and try to
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minimize the amount of error. Analysis of hydrologic and geomorphic condition within a
watershed provides a general context, reduces errors, and helps identify potential source
areas and drivers affecting movement of material through river reaches. Validating
sediment yield estimates against many lines of evidence will reduce the error in
predictions. Apportionment of sediment sources is one body of external evidence which
will inform and validate a watershed model.
This chapter and the following chapter (Chapter 2) describe the use of radiogenic
isotopes apportion sediment at the watershed scale. The methods and results provide
information that can be used to identify potential sediment sources and sinks, validate
watershed sediment yield estimates, and better constrain the cascade of fine sediment
through a landscape.

1.2 Fine sediment transport in watersheds
The sediment load of a river is comprised of two basic components, bed material
load and washload. Washload is the finest-grained fraction of the total riverine sediment
load and accounts for roughly 70 percent of sediment delivered to our world’s oceans
(Knighton, 1998; Syvitski and Kettner, 2011). Understanding the sediment delivery
process at the catchment scale remains a challenge in erosion and sedimentation research.
Poor predictive power for non-point sediment pollution plagues management attempts to
reduce stream turbidity and control erosion in watersheds (Walling, 1983; Trimble and
Crosson, 2000; Knox, 2006).
Walling coined the phrase, “sediment delivery problem” referring the difficulties
in modeling the suite of interacting hydrologic, geomorphic, ecologic and environmental
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factors that influence erosion and sediment transport at the watershed scale. Recent work
has demonstrated progress in modeling the spatial distribution of soil erosion and
sediment transport (Bates et al., 2000; Nicholas and Mitchell, 2003; Nicholas et al.,
2006). However, large data set requirements, the stochastic and highly variable nature of
exogenous drivers, such as precipitation and wind, and the inability to account for storage
of eroded sediment within the landscape and the channel-floodplain network, still
hamper development of a process-based predictive framework for sediment yield at the
catchment scale (Bates et al., 1996; Trimble, 1999; Trimble and Crosson, 2000).
In the absence of a process-based predictive model for sediment yield, empirical
parameters such as the Sediment Delivery Ratio (SDR) and the relation of area (A) to
area-specific sediment yield (SSY) are often extrapolated to make predictions of
sediment yield for ungauged basins at regional and global scales using inputs that are
largely dependent on climate, land use and geology (Walling and Webb, 1996). AreaSSY is often assumed to be inversely proportional to contributing drainage area (A).
While this assumption holds for many basins across the world, there are factors which
affect the slope and nature of the relationship between SSY and A. Estimates of SSY for
basins of the same drainage area vary up to four orders of magnitude, indicating that the
A to SSY relationship is highly dependent on scale, physical erosion processes,
topography, weather, climate and land use (de Vente et al., 2007). Each factor can affect
the slope of the A to SSY relation and even reverse the relationship as dominant hillslope
erosion processes are replaced by channel erosion processes (Birkinshaw and Bathurst,
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2006). The commonly observed inverse relationship between A and SSY is indicative of
the importance of sediment sinks within the watershed (de Vente et al., 2007).
Often SSY is estimated for ungaged basins using a gross, or “local” (plot-scale),
erosion rate derived from the empirical Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) or other
derivatives of the equation (RUSLE and MUSLE), and an assumed SDR to A
relationship (Desmet and Govers, 1996; Renard et al., 1997). This approach is often used
to predict sediment yield of a basin for the purposes of restoration planning and design.
This can be problematic as USLE used in conjunction with an assumed SDR does not
adequately predict sediment yield. A gap occurs between attempting to upscale erosion
at the plot level and delivery to the river network. Additionally USLE does not account
for all methods of sediment generation not associated with runoff(i.e. deep gully erosion,
channel-erosion) (Boomer et al., 2008), plus USLE cannot estimate the transport and fate
of sediment once it leaves the field (Smith et al., 2011). The application of models such
as the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) and the Water and Erosion Prediction
Project (WEPP) and other hydrologic models with a simple sediment transport feature are
often subject to large uncertainty related to the empirical nature of USLE and a general
inability to relate the SDR to storage processes within the landscape and channelfloodplain complex.
While all sediment derived from the landscape is consequential to the geomorphic
evolution of a catchment, interest has recently grown in identifying the sources of
suspended sediment and the environmental significance of the riverine suspended
sediment loads (Nicholas and Walling, 1997; Walling and He, 1998; Swanson et al.,
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2008; Skalak and Pizzuto, 2010). Suspended sediment sources are often categorized
using a sediment budget. A sediment budget can simply be defined by equation 1.1,
accounting for the input and outputs for some control volume; where I represents inputs
to the system, and O outputs from the system.
1.1)

∆

Most researchers attempt to quantitatively describe the rates of production,
transport and discharge of sediment from a basin over a specified duration. However,
constraining sediment fluxes with sufficient accuracy for construction of a meaningful
sediment budget has proven difficult due to limitations in measuring small changes
(erosion or deposition) over spatially extensive landforms, up scaling local measurements
of erosion or deposition in a geomorphically-sensitive manner, and a general inability to
account for exchange of sediment between the channel and floodplain during transport
(de Vente et al., 2007). The importance of channel-floodplain sediment exchange is well
illustrated by the work of Trimble (1999) in Coon Creek, Wisconsin (Figure 1.2). Repeat
measurements of monumented cross-sections were used to create a sediment budget
spanning 140 years to illustrate changes in sediment flux (sources and amounts) over
time, reportedly due to changes in land management. From 1853-1938, rapid erosion on
agricultural uplands delivered a significant amount (326 Mg per year) of sediment to the
channel, much of which could not be transported out of the system and was therefore
stored in the upper and lower valley. As the influx of sediment from upland sources
decreased to 114 Mg/yr. between 1938 and 1975 and further, to 76 Mg/yr. between 1975
and 1993, the upper valley switched from being a sink to a source of sediment. The
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sediment budget created for this small watershed demonstrates two key concepts in
understanding watershed sediment dynamics. Namely, that sediment yield at the
watershed mouth may be poorly related to sediment fluxes within a basin (Trimble, 1999;
Nearing, 2000; Trimble and Crosson, 2000) and that floodplains can function as
dominant sediment sources and/or sinks at different times.

1.3 Floodplain Evolution
The evolution of a meandering channel depends on a balance between destruction
and construction of the floodplain (Wolman and Leoplod, 1957; Wolman, 1977).
Floodplains are the long term cumulative result of flow and sediment dynamics, mediated
by a combination of erosional and depositional processes (Howard, 1992; Nanson and
Croke, 1992). These depositional landforms are constructed first through lateral
accretion as bars form on the inside of bends, and secondly through vertical accretion of
fine sediment from overbank deposition. For most rivers, overbank deposition of fine
sediment represents the dominant component of floodplain development and evolution
(Nanson and Croke, 1992; Walling, 2005). Floodplains are destroyed as the outside edge
of the bend cuts into old floodplains and the river migrates. Because of the dynamic and
often heterogeneous nature of floodplains, deposited sediment may be reworked during
the subsequent flood event or may remain stored for millennia as the river naturally
migrates back and forth across the valley (Howard, 1992; Trimble, 1999; Walling,
2005).
The process of meander migration naturally results in a contribution of sediment
to the channel from an eroding bank and loss of sediment from the channel via deposition
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on the opposite bank. In most cases the eroding bank is higher in elevation than the
floodplain of the depositional bank, thus the process results in an overall net, local source
of sediment to the system (Lauer and Parker, 2008b). In an equilibrium system, this net,
local sediment input would be equaled by overbank deposition over long timescales. This
exchange of sediment between the channel and floodplain can be thought of as a spiraling
process in the downstream direction. Sediment enters the channel through erosion of the
channel boundary and is subsequently deposited at some unknown downstream distance.
The spiraling length-scale is a function of: the magnitude, duration, and frequency of
flows, meander migration rate, lateral and vertical accretion rates, bed elevation relative
to floodplain elevation, grain size distribution of both bedload and washload, and
residence time of sediment in the floodplain. By constraining the factors influencing the
sediment spiraling process, amounts and transport distances of the sediment can be
calculated. Knowing how the sediment moves through the river would provide critical
insight as to how a river uses its floodplain to transport sediment through the catchment.
This process is often overlooked in development of Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
regulations and sediment reduction strategies.
A few sediment transport and morphodynamic models have attempted to account
for channel-floodplain sediment exchange. Howard (1992) modeled a meandering
stream using a one dimensional Navier-Stokes model to simulate downstream variations
in velocity and depth, representing channel cross sections with simplified geometries. In
this model, lateral bank erosion rate was related to the near bank velocity and depth
perturbation variables (local accelerations) to simulate migration of the outer bank of a
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meander bend, coupled with a model of deposition on the opposing bank which
incorporated crude representations of lateral and vertical accretion. The resulting
planform features of the model, when run over 5000 iterations, exhibited many features
of a natural meandering channel. The simulations offer insight to how the planform
geometry of a river evolves over time, and how floodplains are built and subsequently
destroyed.
A method to aid in the development and description of floodplain evolution was
presented by Walling and He (1998) in which they used fallout radionuclides cesium 137 (137Cs) and unsupported lead-210 (210Pb) to document rates and patterns of floodplain
sedimentation. Multiple soil samples were collected at several cross-floodplain transects
on five rivers in the United Kingdom (UK). Each core was used to derive the
longitudinal and lateral variations in sediment deposition rates. Their findings indicated
that the distance from the channel and floodwater depth exerts strong influence on
sedimentation rates. They also noted that the incorporation of topography, local flow
patterns and deposition from ponded water on the floodplain would need to be included
in the model for a more dynamic approach. The approaches of this model are
complimentary to the methods used by Howard (1992) as the model produced a method
by which evolutionary models could be validated.
Lauer and Parker (2008a) introduced a modeling framework based on sediment
mass conservation within a control volume which represented channel reaches several
meander bends long. The simple numerical model allows the floodplain to be
represented either as a net source or a net sink for fine suspended sediment. The model
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is based on the theory of sediment transfer to the floodplain through overbank deposition
and the removal of floodplain material by lateral channel migration (Lauer and Parker,
2008a). These independent models create a feedback that results in an evolution towards
geomorphic equilibrium of sediment exchange between the channel and floodplain. One
key limitation of the model as applied by Lauer and Parker (2008a) is the implication that
deposition rates are spatially uniform across the floodplain. This problem could be
circumvented by assuming the deposition rates are a function of floodplain elevation
and/or distance from the channel. With this assumption, changes in floodplain elevation
could be tracked over time over and many events, producing a first order estimate of the
amount of sediment exchanged between the channel and floodplain.
Other authors have developed models to predict the morphodynamic evolution of
a channel and/or floodplain over many iterations (which relate to relatively long time
scale on the order of thousands to tens of thousands of years), but none trace sediments
through the system (Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Howard, 1992; Mackey and Bridge, 1995;
Gross and Small, 1998). These models generally do not allow sediment exchange
between the channel and the floodplain, or keep track of sediments deposited in the
floodplain. Viparelli et al., (2011) developed a model that allows for this exchange and
keeps track of all sediment during routing using naturally-occurring radioisotopes (e.g.,
10Be, 210Pb). The model is based on the geometric framework of Lauer and Parker
(2008a, b), but in addition to sediment mass conservation, this model employs a series of
production and decay functions for radiogenic tracers associated with sediment stored in
the floodplain.
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The intermediate role of floodplains as a sink during overbank events has proven
complex and difficult to describe for the purposes of quantitative predictions (Sutherland
and Bryan, 1991; Viparelli et al., 2011). Prior work, such as the models described above,
provide a basis to analyze fine sediment sources in a watershed, describe the sediment
spiral downstream and understand how floodplains evolve over time. Ideally, what is
needed is a physically based model that can trace individual, or ensembles of, particles of
sediment from detachment off the hillslope, transport down hillslope, and routing through
the channel-floodplain complex to the watershed mouth. In the absence of such a model,
sediment fingerprinting provides critical insights into the movement of sediment over
space and time. By understanding apportionment of sediment sources and how sources
change over a storm event, we can provide insight into channel-floodplain sediment
exchange which will inform sediment budgets where and how sediment is being stored or
evacuated along the channel-floodplain complex, ultimately informing sediment
modeling at the watershed scale.

1.4 Determining sediment sources
Sediment fingerprinting can be employed to determine the relative proportion of
sediment derived from different sources, understand if and how the rates of sediment
supply from those sources has changed over time, and what pathways and sinks exist
within the watershed (Gellis and Walling, 2011). Simply described, there are two types
of sediment fingerprinting, geographic and geomorphic. The first, geographic, identifies
the proportion of sediment being supplied by different areas of the watershed. The
second, geomorphic, identifies which landforms are contributing sediment. Geomorphic
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fingerprinting provides a direct approach to identify the quantity of sediment coming
from primary sources via the use of radiogenic geochemical tracers and an un-mixing
model. If the concentration of a given tracer is known to be unique for a given source,
then the tracer can be used, in a sense, as a fingerprint for the source. Once known, the
ratio of different tracers measured in a suspended sediment sample provides an estimate
of the contribution of each source to the suspended sediment load at the time of sampling.
Thus, the technique provides spatially integrated, temporally discrete information. When
analyzing radiogenic tracers, the combined use of multiple tracers with disparate halflives is preferable because the results of analysis with any individual tracer tend to
develop a bias depending on storage time within the landscape and channel-floodplain
network.
During the collection of fingerprinting samples production and decay of the
radioisotopes in the source materials must be taken into account. For example variations
in erosion rates on the uplands can produce large differences in the concentration of
tracers. For this reason the broad application of a single fingerprint value may result in
erroneous estimates of proportional contributions from sources. To acquire proper
constraints of source fingerprints, samples must be collected from all source types and
from multiple locations within each source type. A combination of a long and short-lived
tracers delivered from the atmosphere and adsorbed to soil particles near the surface can
be used to differentiate between terrestrial and alluvial sources of sediment in a
watershed. Upland sediment delivered via sheet-wash, wind erosion, and shallow gully
erosion is expected to have a high concentration of both long-and short-lived tracers. In
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contrast, bank and floodplain sediments are expected to be high in the long lived tracer
but have a relatively little of the short lived tracer, which is expected to have decayed
during floodplain storage, assuming residence time in the floodplain is much longer than
the half-life of the short-lived tracer.
When interpreting sediment apportionment from the concentration of geochemical
tracers in a suspended sediment sample, the exchange between the channel and floodplain
must be considered. As sediment is routed through the watershed, the associated
radiogenic tracers are subject to decay and production. A simple unmixing model
describes how the channel-floodplain exchange can influence the resulting concentrations
of radiogenic tracers being measured at a sample point (Figure 1.3). Two equations 1.2
and 1.3 represent the concentrations of tracers in the floodplain (equation 1.2) and at the
sediment gaging station (equation 1.3). In equation 1.2 K is the concentration of the tracer
in sediment eroded from the source area, t1/2 is the half-life of the tracer being used, and t
is the amount of time spent in the floodplain. In equation 1.3 additional variables are
added to the equation, U is the number of units eroded from the source area, n is the
amount of sediment exchanged with the channel-floodplain complex.
∗ exp

1.2)

1.3)

∗

∗

∗ exp

∗

∗

In this simple compartment based model (Figure 1.3), which only considers the
decay of the tracer, sediment eroded from the uplands has a certain tracer concentration
(in this case, [10]). While in transport, an unknown amount (n units) is deposited within
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the channel–floodplain complex, and the rest (100-n units) continues downstream.
However, through channel-floodplain exchange processes, another unknown amount
(again n units) is eroded from the banks, maintaining the river in steady state, resulting in
again 100 units. The expected concentration of the tracers in a suspended sediment
sample is defined by the equation in the top right box of Figure 1.3 (equation 1.2). It is
important to note that the interpretation of sediment apportionment in this simple system
is driven exclusively by n, the amount of channel-floodplain exchange.
The concentration of geochemical tracers in suspended sediment is driven by the
channel-floodplain exchange and the residence time of materials in the floodplain. One
cannot simply measure the suspended sediment sample for tracer concentrations and
calculate the contributing percentages of each sediment source. Using only short-lived
radionuclides for sediment fingerprinting underestimates the amount of sediment coming
from upland sources. Assuming that the residence time of sediment in the floodplain is
much greater than the half-life of the tracer. Measured concentrations at the gaging site
become diluted with tracer deficient material as described by equation 1.3. Measurement
of sediment sources using a long-lived tracer biases source apportionment to upland
sources. The combinations of long-lived and short-lived radiogenic tracers bracket the
true contributing percentage of sources.

1.5 Summary
As described above, constraining sediment yield at the watershed scale is difficult
due to the scale and complexity of landscapes and channel-floodplain networks, as well
as changes in climate and land use (Belmont et al., 2011). Through use of sediment
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fingerprinting techniques coupled with approaches to understand the erosional,
hydrological, geomorphic history of the landscape, sources, sinks and transport pathways
can be quantified. Sediment fingerprinting provides information regarding the location
and relative contributions of sources, transport pathways through the landscape, and
ultimately provides another line of evidence with which sediment yield models can be
validated, helping to unlock the ‘black box’ of sediment delivery (Walling, 1983; Burt
and Allison, 2010).
To predict sediment yield at the watershed scale a model is needed. This
hypothetical model needs to trace ensembles of sediment from detachment, transport
downslope, route the sediment through the channel-floodplain network, and trace it
finally out of the watershed mouth. This model should be validated with measured fluxes
and with geochemical tracers. In absence of such a model multiple, redundant lines of
information regarding sediment dynamics within the watershed is needed. The objectives
of the project described in this thesis are to outline multiple lines of evidence gathered to
identify and quantify the sediment sources and sinks in the Root River in Southeastern
Minnesota.
The ideas and techniques described in the above sections were applied to the Root
River in southeastern Minnesota and are reported in Chapter 2. The Root River contains
43 impaired reaches. Researchers and state agencies are currently preparing to make
improvements to water quality and develop TMDLs (Total Maximum Daily
Load;(MPCA, 2010) and robust sediment budgets this work is a timely addition
describing how sediment is moving through the watershed, the variability tracer
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concentrations in sediment sources. I applied fingerprinting techniques, together with
hydrologic and geomorphic analysis to better understand: 1) where sediment is coming
from, 2) where, on the landscape, are potential sources, and 3) what are the pathways and
sinks of sediment in this basin. The results of this chapter show that the answers to these
questions are not simple. The Root River is a dynamic watershed which has experienced
an impressive erosional and land use history. Chapter 3 describes the development and
application of a novel tool (TerEx) to identify, map, and conduct basic morphological
analyses of floodplains and fluvial terraces using high resolution topography data. The
output from this tool provided the distribution of terrace throughout the watershed. The
location and height of mapped terraces informed us regarding the importance of terraces
in the sediment delivery of the Root River. Mapped surfaces were useful in determining
locations to sample and the interpretation of reported tracer concentrations. This thesis
concludes with Chapter 4 which describes the direction future work needs to continue
and how the work and datasets generated in the Root River will fit into the general
context of predicting sediment yield at the watershed scale.
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Figures

Figure 1.1: Sediment eroded once eroded from hillslopes may take one of many pathways
through the watershed and river network. Each pathway has many locations for potential
storage on the landscape. Adapted from Davies and Korup (2010).
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Figure 1.22: Figure 3 of Trimble (1999) illustrating changes in storage and
supply to Coon Creek WI. It is important to note that even as storage and
supply flux changed over time efflux to the Mississippi River remained
relatively constant. This sediment budget illustrates how floodplains can
function as a source and sink of sediment to the river.
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Figure 1.3: Compartment based, steady state, mixing model for radiogenic tracers
derived from uplands. This steady state model illustrates the importance of the
channel-floodplain exchange. Sediment apportionment at the gage is driven by the
amount of sediment exchange with the floodplain. The use of two tracers bounds the
true sediment apportionment at the gage. It should be noted that this model only
accounts for tracer decay in the floodplain.
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CHAPTER 2
IDENTIFYING AND QUANTIFYING SEDIMENT SOURCES AND SINKS IN THE
ROOT RIVER, SOUTHEASTERN MINNESOTA

2.1 Introduction
Currently, our ability to predict the flux of fine sediment at the watershed scale is
limited by the precision of erosion rate estimates for the many potential sources
distributed throughout a landscape as well as our understanding of the connectivity of
sediment pathways during transport. Fine sediment is one of the most important
components of sediment transport in a watershed. Although it is a natural constituent to
the material flux of a river, fine sediment, when in excess, can degrade aquatic
ecosystems (Naden, 2010).When in excess fine sediment can degrade aquatic habitat. As
well as aquatic habitat degradation, pollutants such as heavy metals, nutrients and toxins
from pesticides and herbicides are typically transported via fine sediment (Wood and
Armitage, 1997). Through use of sediment fingerprinting techniques coupled with
approaches to understand the erosional, hydrological, geomorphic history of the
landscape, the sources, sinks and transport pathways can be quantified. Sediment
fingerprinting provides information regarding the location and relative contributions of
sources, transport pathways through the landscape, and ultimately provides another line
of evidence with which sediment yield models can be validated, helping to unlock the
“black box” of sediment delivery (Burt and Allison, 2010; Walling, 1983)..
Understanding sediment sources to a river is an integral part of determining
sediment yield from that basin as well as the development of sediment budgets,
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establishment of TMDLs (Total Maximum Daily Load), and strategic implementation of
BMPs (Best Management Practices)(Smith et al., 2011). We have applied the science
and ideas discussed in Chapter 1 to the Root River in southeastern Minnesota. The goal
of this project was to identify and quantify sediment sources and sinks in this dynamic
landscape. We applied fingerprinting techniques, together with hydrologic and
geomorphic analysis to better address the questions: What are the main sources of the
excess sediment? Where are the sources located? What are the pathways and sinks
associated with the movement of sediment? The results of this chapter show that the
answers to these questions are not simple. The Root River is a dynamic watershed which
has experienced an impressive erosional and land use history.

2.2 Study Site
The Root River watershed in southeastern Minnesota is an important multiple-use
resource (Figure 2.1) located partially within the Driftless Area of the upper Midwestern
US, which was not glaciated during the last several continental glacial events (Syverson
and Colgan, 2004). This region is characterized by steep bedrock bluffs, deep valleys and
rolling uplands. The dissected landscape is incised into Paleozoic bedrock, which crops
out in many places near the channel. Outcrops are typically comprised of limestone
and/or dolomite with occasional occurrences of sandstone through the watershed
(Dogwiler, 2010). Valley bottoms are flat and typically farmed for corn and soybeans.
Upland areas are either steep wooded areas or farmland located on the flat sections of the
uplands. Current land uses for the entire watershed as well as sub-watersheds are reported
in Table 1.
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Prior to European settlement nearly the entire watershed was dominated by
upland prairie and oak plant communities (Dogwiler, 2010; Madison, 1990). Native
Americans often hunted buffalo in the area and used fire to clear dense prairie grasses
and induce regrowth to entice buffalo and other game into the area (Marks, 1942). This
management tool was later used by European immigrants to clear land and control
vegetation regrowth. The discovery of lead ore in the region attracted many early settlers
(Schockel, 1917), who would often switch between mining and agriculture depending on
the price of lead at the time. As mining interests moved west, settlement began to
increase and eventually, in 1851 the area was ceded to the United States and quickly
settled by European immigrants (Dogwiler, 2010; Kappler, 1904; Lueth, 1984).
Thaddeus Surber conducted the first biological reconnaissance of the Root River
in 1924, noting the condition of the rivers. In general he was assessing the suitability of
the river for aquatic life, but in his observations described the state of the landscape. One
such observation on Rush Creek (tributary to the Root River) provides insight into the
intensity of erosion in certain parts of the watershed;
“In some sections of the valley near the stream black walnut still
persist. Near the pine forest we find a few examples of recent
erosion: a deep ravine comes down through the sandy bluffs and
across a broad cultivated plot, and this [field] has become eroded
to a depth of 40 feet in places, the sand being carried down across
the public highway, filling almost to a level with the top of a wire
fence, and spreading out across a field to the creek, entirely
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spoiling the cultivated field; such cases as this are common to the
eastward of this and far down as the mouth of the [Root] River.”
This quote describes the high erosion rates in the Root River, which was not only a
concern for this drainage but was a major problem noted throughout the United States
about this same time period (Trimble and Crosson, 2000). Surber’s observations also
included descriptions of the magnitude of flood events on the major tributaries to the
Root River.
“No aquatic plants were observed along the stream except some
cress at some of the springs, the dearth of aquatic vegetation can be
accounted for by the frequency of floods, which reach a
maximum…and tear out everything in the creek bottom, often
changing the entire channel.”
These quotes provide insight regarding how the watershed was adapting to the land use
change and farming practices of the time (Surber, 1924). Estimated erosion for the
region, from the onset of European settlement to the 1930’s, indicate that nearly 4
centimeters, on average, of soil was eroded from hillslopes in the Driftless Area and
deposited in the floodplain (Knox, 1977; Knox, 2001; Knox, 2006; Trimble, 1999).
The evolution of farming practices is relevant to understanding modern sediment
dynamics insofar as the legacy of past farming practices may still be influencing the river
today. The first settlers brought with them farming practices from Europe. There was
little regard given to topography when plowing and developing fields for crops. Furrows
which ran “up and down” slope worked well in Northern Europe where precipitation was
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about 25 cm per year. In the Root River watershed, 70+ centimeters of precipitation each
year and the high intensity rainfall events caused notable gully erosion on many fields
and would often completely decimate crops (Surber, 1924). In the early 1900’s farmers
began to plow cross-slope, but would often plow directly to the water’s edge of rivers and
streams to maximize production. With the advent of the tractor (early 1900’s), farming
down to the river’s edge was not practical, and the farming moved away from the river
and steeper hillslopes onto flat uplands and terraces (Jeff Broberg, local historian and
geologist, personal communication). Soil conservation practices were first implemented
in the Root River watershed in the late 1930’s. Conservation practices such as
conservation tillage, grass strip buffers, and overwinter cover have been implemented by
farmers in an attempt to decrease the amount of soil erosion. These efforts have improved
the water quality and stream habitat throughout the Driftless Area (Trimble and Crosson,
2000).
Even now, after conservative farming practices have been implemented within the
watershed, the Root River has 43 reaches that are considered impaired (73% for turbidity
and mercury) by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA, 2010). Sediment can
severely degrade water quality and ecosystem health, namely because numerous
hydrophobic contaminants and nutrients adsorbed to fine sediments. In particular both
Mercury and PCBs are primarily transported on fine sediment.
In the Root River primary sediment sources include uplands (both agricultural and
non-agricultural land), ravines and stream banks. Stream banks along the Root River are
very active. A large portion of the banks are laterally eroding into floodplains, terraces
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and old reservoir and mill dam deposits. Currently, sediment load apportionment among
these sources is poorly constrained and the erosional history of the watershed is not
quantitatively understood.
Fillmore County Soil and Water Conservation District (FCSWCD), in conjunction
with Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA), has installed numerous water and
suspended sediment gaging stations in key locations (Figure 2.2) along the Root River
and major tributaries. Samples from these gaging stations will help describe the sources
and sinks of fine sediment to the river. The project builds on several other related efforts
within the watershed. The Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) has several
small watershed monitoring sites (Bridge Creek, Crystal Creek, and South Fork
Headwaters) which monitor the quality and quantity of sediment and water coming from
the agricultural fields. Winona State University has also been conducting stream
morphology surveys which consist of a geomorphic characterization of stream stability
and measurement of cross-sections. The MPCA is in the process of developing a SWAT
model and has expressed interest in collaboration and using results from this project to
validate their model.
As discussed in Chapter 1, Trimble (1999) demonstrated in Coon Creek,
Wisconsin how a significant, and even dominant, fraction of sediment eroded from
hillslopes can be stored in floodplains within the watershed. Later, as the amounts of
sediment sourced from the uplands decreased, sediment stored in near channel reservoirs
became the dominate source. The Root River is located directly west of the Coon Creek
watershed, immediately across the Mississippi River,. Due to the proximity and similar
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topography and land use history, it is reasonable to expect that a similar story of
landscape degradation, floodplain storage, and more recent floodplain degradation has
occurred in the Root River watershed. Specifically, we hypothesize that sediment eroded
from the uplands of the Root River watershed during the late 1800’s and early 1900’s
was stored in the floodplains and is currently being reworked today as the river migrates
into these stored sediments. Further, we hypothesize that this stored ‘legacy’ sediment is
the dominant source of sediment to the river today.

2.3 Project Scope
Sediment fingerprinting provides a direct line of evidence for identifying the
primary sources, transport pathway, and sinks within a watershed. The general scope of
this project is to gather multiple lines of evidence regarding watershed scale sediment
dynamics in the Root River. Analysis regarding the hydrologic, geomorphic and
sediment flux coupled with the use of fingerprinting techniques described in Chapter 1,
provides a detailed investigation as , coupled with a pair of short-lived and long-lived
radionuclide tracers, we would constrain the variability of source fingerprints across the
watershed. Using the fingerprint, we would then indicate the dominate source of fine
sediment to the river during flood events, both spatially and temporally. However, prior
to sampling for source fingerprints, it was necessary to understand the history of the
watershed via topographic and hydrologic analyses.
Topographic analysis of the watershed provides information regarding landforms
and areas of potential sources and sinks. We used digital elevation models (DEM) to
understand how topography was influencing sediment transport in the Root River. We
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extracted the longitudinal profile, terrace and floodplains, calculated stream power along
the river, and constrained ages of several terraces.
Simple hydrologic analysis of peak and daily flow data also provides an
understanding of how sediment yields may have changed or are changing over time.
Using hydrologic data for the Root River, metrics were calculated to analyze the
magnitudes of floods for several return intervals of interest, and calculated and compared
the flow duration curves for each decade. The combination of preliminary investigation
into the landforms, hydrology, and relative ages of terraces and floodplains in the
watershed aids in the overall understanding of sediment dynamics, as well as
interpretation of sediment fingerprinting results.
If the story of Coon Creek has played out in the Root River, we would expect
hillslopes and upland soils to have been depleted of the long-lived tracer due to stripping
of the long-lived tracer rich top soil. We expect that the top soil stripping will have been
recorded in the floodplains as inverted tracer profiles. An inverted profile would indicate
a period where sediment high in the long-lived tracer was coming from the uplands.
Assuming that the erosion pulse took place in the early 1900’s, as in Coon Creek, we
would expect that the floodplains would be deficient in the short-lived tracer.
In the Root River, we use radiogenic nuclides (10Be, 210Pb, and 137Cs) to apportion
sediment sources at gaging stations for 5 sub-watersheds of the Root River (Figure 2.2).
Based on Trimble’s (1999) work and the proximity, similar land use history, and
erosional history of the Root River to those of Coon Creek we expect the proportion of
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sediment derived from agricultural fields and hillslopes will be on the order of 20
percent.

2.4 Geochemical tracers for sediment
fingerprinting and source apportionment
Determining sources of suspended sediment in a river is a difficult task.
However, geochemical tracers associated with suspended sediment can be used to
distinguish between sources when used in combination with an un-mixing model. If the
concentration of a tracer is known to be unique for a given source, then the tracer can be
used as a fingerprint for the source. Once known, a ratio of different tracers measured in
a suspended sediment sample provides estimates of each source’s contribution to the
suspended sediment load at the time of sampling. When analyzing radiogenic tracers, the
combined use of multiple tracers with disparate half-lives is preferable because any
individual tracer tends to develop a bias depending on storage time within the landscape
and channel-floodplain network. Meteoric Beryllium-10 (10Be) and Lead-210 (210Pb),
two natural occurring geochemical tracers delivered from the atmosphere, and bomb
derived Cesium-137(137Cs) can be used as tracers to identify sediment sources to a river.

2.4.1 Beryllium-10
Beryllium-10 has a half-life of 1.36 million years (Dunai, 2010) and is produced
in two general pathways; meteoric 10Be is produced in the atmosphere when cosmic rays
collide with the nuclei of atmospheric gases. In contrast, in-situ 10Be is produced when
cosmic rays penetrate the atmosphere to the Earth’s surface and shatter the nucleus of a
silicon or oxygen atom inside quartz grains (Figure 2.3a). The production rate of meteoric
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10

Be is typically 106 times greater than that of in-situ 10Be, thus the production of in-situ

10

Be is typically inconsequential when measuring the amounts of meteoric 10Be in a

sample (Willenbring and von Blanckenburg, 2010). From hereafter other references to
10

Be refer to meteoric 10Be.
Meteoric 10Be is delivered to Earth’s surface when the atom attaches to an aerosol

and is then cleansed from the atmosphere by either by dry deposition or precipitation.
The flux of 10Be to the Earth’s surface varies over time with the intensity and orientation
of the geomagnetic field (Pigati and Lifton, 2004) and is dependent on atmospheric
mixing, precipitation and wind patterns. Production of 10Be is predicted through the use
of an advanced rigidity model which uses a Monte Carlo approach to simulate cosmic ray
flux through the atmosphere and thereby the production of 10Be (Field et al., 2006;
Heikkilä, 2007; Masarik and Beer, 2009). The delivery flux of 10Be is modeled by two
separate researchers using general circulation models (GCM); Field et al. (2006) uses the
Goddard Institute for Space Studies Model E (GISS) and Heikkilä (2007) uses the
European Centre for Medium-Range Forecasts-Hamburg Model 5 (ECHAM5). The
predicted flux of 10Be to the surface of the earth from both GCMs generally agrees with
the exception that ECHAM5 predicts a 30% lower flux for the northern hemisphere than
the GISS, and the equatorial regions for each GCM differed 20-50% (Willenbring and
von Blanckenburg, 2010). In Minnesota, where this work took place, the two GCMs had
minimal differences in the predicted flux of 10Be.
Once the 10Be atom has been scavenged from the atmosphere and deposited on
the ground, meteoric 10Be binds tightly to soil particles. The depth profile of 10Be
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typically exhibits a maximum concentration at the surface and decreases exponentially
with depth. Factors such as the acidity or alkalinity of the soil control the competition that
10

Be experiences with other metals. For example, in highly acidic soils, rather than

exhibiting a maximum concentration at the surface, 10Be concentration may be constant
throughout the soil column. Typically, as described above, once 10Be is deposited on the
ground the atoms bind tightly to soil particles. However in soils with a pH < 4 10Be
experiences competition with dissolved Aluminum (Al) for exchange sites on particles
and may experience a partial release of 10Be. In soils with a pH > 4 atoms bind tightly to
particles but the presence of humus and natural organic matter provides greater
adsorbtion sites which may result in a higher concentration of 10Be.
Grain size of the soil is another factor that affects 10Be concentrations. Smaller
particles have more surface area per unit volume or mass for 10Be adsorption. For
example, if two soils (A and B) with similar exposure history were sampled for 10Be
concentration and soil A had, on average, a smaller median grain size than the median
grain size of soil B. The results of the measurements would show higher concentrations
of 10Be in fine grained layers and Soil A would appear to have been exposed longer than
soil B, when in reality the two soils had a similar exposure history. This grain size effect
must be accounted for when determining the concentration of 10Be for fingerprinting
purposes.
External factors can affect the measured concentration of 10Be in the soil profile;
the first of these is the addition of dust particles. The flux of dust to surfaces is highly
variable and difficult to account for as it is greatly a function of soil residence time,
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vegetation, and wind speed and direction. The retentively of 10Be by soil and water is
another factor that can alter concentrations in the profile. Clay particles in the river might
also increase the concentration of atoms by adsorbing available dissolved 10Be in the
water column. Lastly, the heterogeneous nature of soil properties, hydrology, and erosion
processes at the watershed scale results in a spatially variable signal of 10Be. Therefore, a
simple spatially-distributed grid sampling pattern most likely will not capture the natural
variability of tracers on the landscape. Rather, sampling procedures should be based on
how delivery, production and erosional processes are redistributing 10Be throughout the
landscape and channel-floodplain network.

2.4.2 Lead-210
Lead-210 is produced both in the atmosphere (referred to as meteoric or
unsupported) and inside the mineral grains of the soil (in-situ or supported; (Noller,
2000). Both are created through the decay chain of 238U (Figure 2.3b) and have a halflife of 22.3 years. Meteoric 210Pb is directly produced by the decay of the gas 222Rn in the
atmosphere, whereas in-situ 210Pb is produced inside mineral grains by the decay of
226

Rn. Once produced in the atmosphere, meteoric 210Pb is deposited through rainfall and

finally adsorbs to fine silts and clays, typically within the top 5 cm of the soil surface
where the lead is assumed to be immobile. To calculate rates of production and delivery
over an area of interest, a 210Pb supply model must be used. The commonly applied
Constant Rate of Supply model assumes a steady supply of unsupported 210Pb to the
sediments through time and that the initial amount of supported 210Pb is variable. The
model is described in more detail by (Noller, 2000). For the purpose of sediment
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fingerprinting, excess lead is calculated by measuring the total lead by gamma and alpha
decay and then subtracting the supported lead. The resulting excess lead concentration is
the fingerprint of the source.

2.4.3 Cesium-137
The radionuclide cesium-137 has a half-life of 30.2 years and like 10Be and 210Pb
has a strong affinity for soil and sediment particles. Unlike meteoric lead and beryllium,
cesium-137 is not a natural occurring/produced isotope. Cesium-137 is a man-made
radionuclide that is associated with nuclear weapon testing in the early 1950’s.
Deposition of the tracer reached a maximum in 1963. By the late 1970s, depositions rates
were very low (Figure 2.3c). Although the temporal pattern of deposition is much
different from that of 10Be and 210Pb, deposition occurred similarly through precipitation.
The initial distribution is considered spatially uniform over small watersheds, although
variations are seen among and within large watersheds (Owens et al., 1996). Cesium-137
has been used to trace suspended sediment through watersheds and investigate floodplain
deposition rates (Collins et al., 1997; Walling and He, 1998; Gellis and Walling, 2011).

2.4.4 Ratio of Beryllium and Lead/Cesium
A combination of 10Be and 210Pb/137Cs can be used to differentiate between
upland (terrestrial) and near-channel sources of sediment (alluvial) in a watershed.
Upland sediment delivered via sheet-wash, wind erosion and shallow gully erosion are
expected to have a high concentration of all three tracers. In contrast, bank and floodplain
sediments are expected to be high in 10Be but have little to none 210Pb/137Cs, which is
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expected to have decayed during floodplain storage, assuming residence time in the
floodplain is much longer than the half-life of 210Pb.
When interpreting sediment apportionment from the concentration of geochemical
tracers in a suspended sediment sample, the exchange between the channel and floodplain
must be considered. As sediment is routed through the watershed, the associated
radiogenic tracers are subject to decay and production. The simple mixing model from
Chapter 1 illustrates the need to use a ratio of a long-lived and a short-lived tracer.
Considerations of tracer production and decay in the floodplain as well as in the source
material must be taken into account when sampling for sediment fingerprints.
Developing a sampling protocol which takes the sediment erosion and transport processes
into account and ensuring that samples are spatially distributed and not focused in single
areas. This type of sampling procedures will help in the unmixing of suspended sediment
samples into a meaningful ratio of sediment sources.
One cannot simply measure the suspended sediment sample for tracer
concentrations and calculate the contributing percentages of each sediment source. If
210

Pb were the only tracer being used, the measurement at the gage would underestimate

the amount of sediment coming from upland sources. This is due to residence time in the
channel-floodplain complex. Assuming that the residence time of the exchanged
sediment is much greater than the half-life of 210Pb (22.3 yrs) the sediment becomes lead
‘dead’ and sediment being sourced from stream banks has a dilution effect on the
suspended sediment in the sample. With the use of a second longer lived tracer such as
10

Be (half-life 1.4 million yrs) the same scenario can be run with the exchange model,
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except now the end result reflects all sediment that is ultimately sourced from the
uplands. The use of two tracers brackets the true contributing percentages of sources and
aids in understanding the sediment delivery ratio of the basin and the channel-floodplain
sediment exchange as sediment is routed downstream through the channel-floodplain
network.

2.5 Methods
To accurately apportion sediment sources, an intimate understanding of the
geomorphic and hydrologic history of the watershed is needed. The following paragraphs
describe the methods used to investigate the history of the watershed, extract information
from topography data, as well as collect, prepare and measure samples for tracer
concentrations sediment fingerprinting.

2.5.1 Hydrology
Analysis of the hydrologic conditions of the watershed was performed on the
available data set from USGS gage number 05385000 near Houston, Minnesota. Daily
flow data were extracted for the time period from 1909 to 2008 and peak flow data from
1910 to 2011. Flow duration curves were produced for each decade of the record to
determine if the watershed has experienced an increase in any portion of the hydrograph.
Using the Log Pearson Type III method, peak discharge measurements for the entire
period of record, were used to calculate the 2, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 year return
interval floods for the watershed.
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2.5.2 GIS Analysis
A topographic analysis of the entire Root River watershed was performed using
ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, Ca) and a lidar DEM obtained from the Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources (MnDNR, 2012). Analyses describe how stream power spatially
changes over the course of the river, the location of riverine terraces and floodplains that
might serve as sediment sources or sinks. Lastly, a longitudinal profile of the river was
extracted from a 30 meter DEM to assess the location and spacing of any significant
changes in channel slope as a function of drainage area. Each of the methods used to
extract the data from the DEM is described below.

2.5.2.1 Steam Power
Stream power is defined as the rate of energy dissipation against the bed and
banks of a channel. Unit stream power is defined as the stream power per unit width of a
channel and is given by Equation 2.1
(2.1)
where ω is stream power per unit channel width, ρ is the density of water (1000 (kg m-3)),
g is gravity (m s-2), Q is discharge (m3 s-1) S is slope, and b is channel width (m).
Discharge and channel width were scaled throughout the entire channel network using
empirical relationships based on upstream contributing area. These relationships were
calculated using the three meter lidar data available for the watershed, methods of how
these relationships were calculated follows.
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Discharge
To calculate an area-discharge relationship we selected the annual peak flow data
for six river gages (Table 2). The entire flow record from each gage was used. Using a
Log-Pearson Type III approach peak flow for the 2 year return interval discharge was
computed for each of the rivers. The 2 year return interval discharge for each river was
plotted against the upstream contributing area at the gage. The resulting power law
relationship was used to calculate the two year return interval discharge (Q2) at every
point along the Root River channel network (10 m spacing). Table 2 shows estimates for
the two year return interval discharge (Q2) for each river. Figure 2.4 shows the power
law relationship between Q2 and upstream drainage area, yielding Equation 2.2.
(2.2)

0.4717

.

where Q2 is the two year return interval discharge (m3 s-1) and A is area (m2). Equation
2.2 was used to calculate a grid of the two year return interval discharge for every point
in the Root River channel network.

Slope
Slope was calculated using a method developed in ArcMap (ESRI, Redlands, Ca)
using Stream Link and Flow Length tools. A conditional statement was used to select
cells from the flow accumulation grid that had an accumulation value greater than 1000
cells. This value was specifically chosen to create a stream network grid that is finer than
the standard streamline network derived from a topographic map. The Arc Toolbox
“Stream Link” tool split the fine stream grid into zones, resulting in a raster of zones
along the stream network over which slope would be calculated. The Flow Length tool
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calculated the length of each of the zones. Slope was calculated by measuring the length
from one intersection (tributary) of the fine stream grid, and extracting the maximum and
minimum elevations along the segment between intersections. Equation 2.3 was executed
in Raster Calculator to calculate the slope of each of the zones in the fine stream grid.
Once slope values were calculated, the resulting slope grid was multiplied by the
centerline grid of the Root River, which had a value of one, to map channel slopes to the
river line.
(2.3)

,

,

,

,

This method of calculating slope is more likely to find natural breaks in slope due to
physical processes. The conventional method of calculating slope over a given distance
may miss the fact that a tributary entering the river network might be influencing the
slope of the river at that point.

Width
Widths were manually measured by taking 1650 cross-sections from the mouth of
the Root River to the headwaters and up each of the major tributaries. Wetted widths
were measured by digitizing cross-sections in ArcMap using the three meter lidar DEM,
hillshade, and 2010 aerial photographs as guides. Contributing area at each cross-section
was calculated and used to develop the width-area power law relationship. Equation 2.4
is the resulting relationship, which was used to create a grid of widths along the entire
Root River, where b is channel width (m) and A is area (m2).
(2.4)

0.0011

.
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2.5.2.2 Terrace and floodplain extraction
Terraces are abandoned floodplains that were formed at a time when the river
flowed at a higher elevation. Typically the surface of a terrace is no longer inundated
with the same frequency as the active floodplain (Ritter et al., 2002) Near channel
terraces are potential net sources of sediment, especially if there is a large elevation
difference between the surface being eroded and the floodplain and point bar being
constructed on the opposite bank. Terraces were delineated using the TerEx Tool which
is described in greater detail in Chapter 3. Briefly, the TerEx tool performs a topographic
analysis of the three meter lidar DEM using input parameters to identify terraces based on
three attributes: 1) local relief of the terrace could not exceed 0.5 meters within a 500 m2
area; 2) the surface must be within 100 meters of the channel centerline; 3) the area of the
surface, once identified, could not be less than 500 m2.
All surfaces selected by the tool were manually checked along each branch of the
river to ensure that these features were actual terraces or floodplains near the river, and
that the areas picked out as terraces were actually terraces and not upland agricultural
fields that have simply been planned off by tillage and soil redistribution. Field
verification of the terraces verified that the tool generally selected surfaces correctly, with
few exceptions. Based on observations made in the field, we typically defined floodplains
as surfaces that were 2.5 meters above the channel. Alluvial surfaces higher than that
threshold are generally considered terraces. However, the height of surfaces considered
terraces might likely change as a function of channel slope, valley constriction, and/or
upstream contributing area.
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2.5.2.3 Longitudinal Profile
The slope of a river channel usually has a decreasing slope in the downvalley
direction (Hoover Mackin, 1948). In certain cases, slope increases with an increase in
drainage area. These anomalous zones where channel slope increases in the downstream
direction are typically known as knickzones or knickpoints, where the river increases
energy in response to a control such as bedrock, drop in base-level, or an increase in
sediment flux. Longitudinal profiles for all major tributaries were extracted from a 30
meter DEM (http://seamless.usgs.gov) using the Stream Profiler Tool available from
(http://www.geomorphtool.org). Elevation, slope and contributing area were compared
for each of the major tributaries to determine if zones existed where slope increased with
drainage area, if these areas existed in similar locations along tributaries and the main
stem. Any knickpoints were mapped in ArcMap (ESRI, Redlands, Ca) and then visually
compared to transitions in geologic substrate, the number of terraces, and the heights of
terraces in those zones.

2.5.3 Geochemical tracer sampling:
Site selection, sample collection and sample prep
2.5.3.1 Terrestrial/Alluvial samples
Possible sample locations were selected from maps of fluvial terraces, stream
power, and roads. Terrestrial samples, comprising of hillslope and field samples, were
selected in locations that were expected to record historic variability of erosion rates and
resulting tracer concentrations. Hillslope samples were specifically necessary to separate
hillslopes from fields, and to determine the distribution hillslope fingerprints.
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Agricultural field samples, often collected via edge-of-field samplers, were used to
constrain the geochemical fingerprint for agricultural fields as well as document the
variability in sediment contributions from different sources over the course of individual
storm events. Alluvial samples were collected to compare the geochemical signatures of
what had been historically transported by the river (older floodplains and terraces) versus
what was currently being transported (near-channel and recent deposits). General
locations that fit our sampling goals were noted on the map. Final sampling locations for
floodplains, terraces and hillslopes were chosen in the field, based on observations of
likely process that built the landforms. Figure 2.2 shows where each sample was taken.
Most soil and floodplain/terrace samples were collected using a soil auger. Each
surface was cored as deep as the auger could sample (2.2 meters) or until gravels or the
water table was reached. Each soil core was laid out on the ground. Samples were split
based on changes in texture and color. If there was no change apparent in the sediment
core, four composite samples were collected along the length of the core (e.g., at sample
location F9, no apparent change was visible). Each sub-sample of the core was comprised
of small pinches of soil taken along the interval, so that each sample was representative
of that interval. In locations where coring would be difficult or impossible due to clasts in
the soil profile, such as hillslopes, a shovel was used to dig a pit and samples were taken
from the face of the soil pedon.
Figure 2.5 depicts the sampling process for both types of samples
(terrestrial/alluvial and fluvial). Samples were dried and then a mortar and pestle was
used to break up clumps. Samples were sieved to <125 μm, which was further split into
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two more sub-samples. One sub-sample was sent to Purdue Rare Isotope Measurement
Laboratory (PRIME Lab) for 10Be extraction, isolation, and measurement via Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (AMS). The other sub-sample was sent to St Croix Watershed
Research Station for 210Pb and 137Cs analysis by alpha and gamma particle emission.
Grain size analysis was performed using a Sequoia Scientific LISST-Portable
particle size laser diffractometer (Sequoia, 2011). This instrument delivers the size
distribution of particles of a sample suspended in liquid using the widely accepted laser
diffraction method. Two separate particle models can be selected, spherical or random
shape. Samples are introduced into a 175 mL chamber with pump which circulates the
sample through a laser. Each sample was thoroughly mixed and a small subsample was
analyzed. Samples were added to the measurement chamber and the chamber was topped
off to make sure no air was present in the measurement chamber. The circulation pump
was turned on and the sample was allowed to circulate for roughly 1 minute while the
next sample was mixed and subsampled. The random shape model (Agrawal et al., 2008)
was used and the sample was analyzed for 20 seconds (this was determined to be a
sufficient amount of time by taking duplicate measurements of the same sample until the
measurements were similar). Data was output as an ASCII file and viewed in Excel,
again retaining the D50, skew of distribution, surface area, and concentration of the
sample for future calculations.

2.5.3.2 Fluvial
Suspended sediment sampling locations were located at pre-existing gages
established and maintained by the US Geological Survey and Fillmore County Soil and
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Water Conservation District. Sample sites were located at bridge crossings where flow
gages and turbidity sensors had previously been installed. Sediment fingerprinting
samples were collected by Fillmore County Soil and Water Conservation District
employees during runoff events throughout various flow conditions. The goal, although
not always possible, was to collect two samples on the rising limb of the hydrograph and
two on the falling limb for each sampling event. Samples were collected from a
representative section of the stream, either from the stream bank or by wading into the
channel. The five gallon buckets used for sample collection were triple rinsed prior to
each use. A typical “sample” consisted of four, five-gallon buckets of water. The large
volume of water was collected for each sample to ensure enough sediment was available
for analysis. After collection, the buckets were left to allow the sediment to settle out.
The settling process took 3-4 days, after which the water was siphoned off ultimately
allowing the consolidation of the four buckets into one. After the consolidation phase, the
sediment was again allowed to settle out for 3-4 days. The final step was to siphon off
enough water so that the sample could be poured into a one liter Nalgene sample bottle
and shipped to the lab for analysis.
Once in the lab, samples were split while wet into two sub-samples, one was
reserved for grain size analysis, the other was freeze dried, split again and analyzed for
10

Be and 210Pb/137Cs concentrations. Grain size samples were re-wetted in the cup to

ensure that all samples were at similar moisture content. The sample was mixed using a
spatula and a small aliquot was removed and placed in a weighing tray. The sample was
wetted and thoroughly mixed until no visible amalgamates were present in the now
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suspended sample. The sample was introduced to the measurement chamber of the LISST
particle sizer. Each sample was measured using the random shape equation, and
measurements were collected and averaged over 20 seconds. Data was output to an
ASCII file and subsequently put into Excel. Histograms of the data were used to visually
assess the distribution. The D50, skew of distribution, surface area, and concentration of
the sample were again retained in the data set for future calculations.

2.5.4 Geochemical methods

2.5.4.1 Beryllium-10 extraction and measurement
Extraction and measurement of 10Be in the samples was performed by PRIME
Lab. Their lab protocol for meteoric 10Be extraction and measurement can be obtained
by emailing the lab directly. Beryllium-10 adsorbed to the sediment was removed by
leaching the sample in 0.5 M Hydrochloric acid (HCl). An elemental analysis was
followed by the addition of native 9Be. A known mass of native 9Be is added to the
sample. The samples were homogenized and dried down, then dissolved in a solution of
Hydrofluoric acid (HF). This step is repeated two times to ensure the complete
dissolution of the sample. Next the samples are dissolved in water. Beryllium is very
soluble in water while leaving other non-soluble elements behind.
The now beryllium-rich water is dried down and subsequently purified using an
ion exchange chromatography procedure. The purified Be is passed through resin
columns and dissolved in oxalic acid and then eluted with HCl. Beryllium hydroxide
(BeOH) precipitates out and is removed from the solution by centrifuge. The BeOH is
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dried and then oxidized over a flame to form Beryllium oxide (BeO). The BeO is pressed
into cathode targets and the ratios of 10Be/9Be were measured using an Accelerator Mass
Spectrometer (AMS). The reported ratio is used to calculate the concentration of 10Be
atoms per gram in the sample (Balco, 2006) using equation 2.5, where N10 is the
concentration of 10Be (atoms/gram), Mq is the mass (grams) of the sample prior to
leaching and dissolution, RBe is the measured ratio of 10Be:9Be, Mc is the mass (grams) of
the 9Be rich carrier added to the sample, Na is Avogadro’s Number (6.022 x 1023g/mol),
n10 is the concentration of 10Be (atoms/gram) in the carrier (typically assumed to be zero),
and Abe is the molar weight of Be (9.012 atoms/mol).
(2.5)

∗

∗

∗

2.5.4.2 Lead-210 and Cesium-137 measurement
Both 210Pb and 137Cs concentration (pCi/g) are measured by counting gamma and
alpha decay particles released. The total concentration of 210Pb is a combination of
mineralogical supported 210Pb and meteoric 210Pb. Supported 210Pb is determined by
gamma spectrometry and the meteoric or ‘excess’ 210Pb is calculated by subtracting
supported 210Pb from the total 210Pb inventory in the sample. All references to 210Pb
unless stated otherwise, refer to excess 210Pb. Cesium is also measured during the gamma
spectrometry count. For this project 210Pb and 137Cs concentrations all terrestrial/alluvial
and fluvial samples were measured at the St Croix Watershed Research Station by Shawn
Schottler.
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2.5.5 Grain size correction
Given that smaller grain sizes have more surface area per unit mass,
concentrations of tracers in coarser material may need to be normalized. Corrections
were made following the technique of Willenbring and von Blanckenburg (2010)
(equation 2.6), where Nc is the corrected concentration of the tracer, Nt is the initial
concentration of the tracer, SAmeasured, reference are the surface areas of the measured and
reference sediment and γ is the power law exponent that describes the relationship
between grain size and tracer concentration, typically -0.5 (±0.1).
(2.6)
Using equation 2.6 each floodplain and hillslope sample was corrected using the
suspended sediment samples as the reference surface area. We did not use a single
reference surface area for the entire basin; rather samples were corrected by suspended
sediment samples from the corresponding watershed. For example the floodplain and
hillslope samples from Bridge Creek were corrected by the grain size of the suspended
sediments collected at the Bridge Creek sample site. Each hillslope and floodplain
sample was corrected by the suspended sediment sample grain sizes that were most
representative of that watershed. Grain size corrections were made for all floodplain and
hillslope samples, however the edge-of-field samples did not need to be corrected as the
surface area of these samples were similar to the surface area of suspended sediment
samples from those watersheds.
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2.5.6 Suspended sediment analysis
FLUX32 version 3.03 is an empirical modeling program designed to estimate
sediment loading in streams and rivers. It was used to estimate sediment loads at five
suspended sediment monitoring locations. The five sites were located along four
tributaries to the Root River and one on the main-stem of the Root River, with the goal to
determine if sediment loading across these reaches was similar, or if certain parts of the
watershed were contributing a disproportionate amount of sediment. The five sites
(Figure 2.2) used in the model were Pilot Mound (North Branch), Lanesboro (South
Branch), South Fork of the Root River near Houston, Money Creek, and Mound Prairie
(main-stem of the Root). The “observed mass” was estimated at each site for each year
of the project (2008, 2009, and 2010). The Pilot Mound site was not installed until 2009.
The mass flux was estimated from May to October for each year. This time frame was
used to allow for comparison between sites in an attempt to account for differences and to
reduce the amount of extrapolation used by FLUX32 (Joe Magee, personal
communication).

2.5.7 OSL
Five OSL (optically-stimulated luminescence) samples were collected from a
flight of terraces on the North Branch of the Root River. OSL dating provides an
estimate of when these terraces were deposited (Rittenour, 2008). These samples were
primarily collected to determine the ages of these terraces and provide insight as to how
the river has adjusted over the last several centuries or millennia. Samples were collected
in accordance to the Utah State University OSL Lab guidelines
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(http://www.usu.edu/geo/luminlab/index.html), and by digging a trench approximately 2
meters deep and targeting clean fluvial sands near the bottom of the trench.
In the dark room of the Utah State University OSL lab, sample tubes were opened
and wet sieved to the target grain size (150-250 μm). Once sieved, the samples were
subjected to a bath of HCl to remove carbonates, and then a bath of bleach to remove
organics. Samples were then dried and sieved to remove sediment which may have
amalgamated with precipitates during the HCl acid and bleach baths. Sodium polytungstate, a heavy liquid, was used to float the quartz grains and then the outer layer of
the quartz grains was removed by etching in HF acid. The sediments were then loaded on
trays and subjected to an external stimulus. The emitted light provides an estimate of
burial age. This calculated calendar year age was then used to split the measured terraces
in to modern vs. ancient surfaces.

2.6 Results and discussions
The culmination of work done in the Root River provides insight not only to how
and where sediment is moving through the network, but several examples of how the
techniques applied result in different stories at the watershed and reach scale. Based on
Trimble’s work in Coon Creek, WI we expect to see results indicative of an early (late
1800’s, early 1900’s) period of excessive erosion on the uplands and agricultural fields,
followed by a gradual slowing of erosion rates due to changing land use practices.
Indicators of these erosion rate changes should be found in both the terrestrial and
alluvial samples. Hillslopes and fields should be depleted of 10Be. We expect
concentrations of radiogenic tracers in the floodplains to be a direct record of this erosion
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history. Sediment stored in the floodplains should have an inverted 10Be profile. The
inverted profile records the erosion and storage of relatively 10Be rich soil in the
floodplain followed by the storage of 10Be poor soil once all high concentrations have
been removed from the uplands. We also expect sediment stored in the floodplains to
have little to no 210Pb and 137Cs. While sheet wash from fields and hillslopes are
expected to be high in all three tracers.
The hypothesized results described above are what we expected to find in our
results at the outset of this research. However, after analyzing and interpreting the data, it
appears that the relatively simple story of Coon Creek cannot be broadly applied the Root
River. Instead the watershed has experienced and is currently experiencing a more
heterogeneous erosional history. The results of this thesis project do not definitively
constrain the main excess sediment sources to the Root River. However, we have located
dominant sources, determined primary transport pathways and sinks, and offer a very
stable base with which to begin to build future work. Our results show that source
fingerprints are highly variable in both space and time. Fingerprinting results available at
the time of completion of this thesis illustrate that upland erosion very likely account for
significantly more than 20 percent of the modern sediment flux.
A simple hydrologic analysis shows that base- and mid-range flows for the Root
River have increased. This shift occurs around the same time as crops shifted from
pasture and grains to monoculture corn and soybeans. Along with the shift in crop types,
tile drain usage has increased in the area (Kevin Kuehner, personal communication), and
may be a likely contributor to the observed increase in flows. Using GIS topographic
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analysis we have determined that inputs from near channel sources dominate the
sediment flux in some watersheds. Sediment flux results and field evidence show that
short-term residence times in floodplains and in-channel deposits may influence
fingerprinting results. All of the evidence gathered from our investigation has helped to
develop a general picture of how the landscape in the Root River has evolved over time,
how current and past land use practices are affecting sediment loading to the Root River,
and specifically address sources and sinks of sediment within this large multi-resource
watershed.

2.6.1 Hydrology and suspended sediment flux data
Figure 2.6 shows flow duration curves for every decade from 1910 to 2011 for the
USGS gage in Houston, MN, near the mouth of the Root River watershed. On average,
flows increase nearly 30 percent from 1960’s to 1970’s, with the top 50 percent
exceedance flows increasing nearly 60 percent. After the 1980’s flow durations seem to
stabilize and it appears that the current flow regime is somewhat stable, although the top
5 percent of flows has increased by 20 percent over the last decade.
Several factors may have influenced the shift in the flow duration curves. In the
early 1970’s there agriculture shifted from grains and pasture to monoculture corn and
soybeans. Around this same time, drain tiles began to be more prevalent, although the
density and rate of install is not well known (Jeff Broberg, personal communication).
The combination of a switch in crop type and an increase in the amount of fields with
drain tiles may be an explanation of why we see this shift in the flow duration curves. An
increase in the mid-range and high flows can induce channel widening, bank erosion, and
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channel scour, all of which can contribute to increased sediment yield from the
watershed.
Two other factors may play roles in the observed shift in flow duration curves. As
with many precipitation data sets, precipitation data for the Root River is sparse and
discontinuous. Increases in mean annual precipitation, as well as increases in the
duration and intensity of storm events may be contributing factors. Further analysis and
data mining is needed to determine the exact role changes in precipitation play in the
shifting flow duration curves. The second factor may be due to increased flows through
the karst topography. Throughout the Root River watershed there are limestone caverns
which connect the uplands directly to the streams via this network. Often drain tiles flow
directly into the sinkholes on the uplands. These karst flow paths may provide a more
direct route for water to get directly to river channels.
A comparison of year to year sediment flux data illustrates the important role of
hydrology in the watershed scale sediment transport. Table 3 indicates that for years
2008 and 2009, the gaged tributaries contributed roughly the same amount of sediment
passing the gage on the main stem of the Root River. Considering the fact that that
additional sediment is contributed from the ungaged reaches (comprising 25 percent of
the watershed), this strongly suggests that 2008 and 2009 were years of net storage along
the main stem of the Root River. In 2010, the tributaries contributed a similar amount as
the prior years but the gage on the main-stem yielded roughly double the amount of
sediment, resulting in a net evacuation of sediment from the reach.
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Comparing the sequence of sediment flux results to the flow duration curves of
each year elucidates what is potentially an important process in understanding sediment
dynamics of the Root River. High and mid-range flows lasted significantly longer during
2008, and occurred at a higher discharge than the flows from 2010 (Figure 2.7)
Generally, one might expect that elevated and prolonged high flows would result in
higher sediment yields. However, in the Root River the fact that 2008 was a year of
storage illustrates that, while yearly discharge and duration are important, in this system
flow from the previous year has a much higher impact. This is an artifact of the
magnitude and sequence of floods. In 2007 a high intensity storm passed over the
watershed. The 48-hour rainfall totals in parts of the watershed were on the order 32 cm
(Dogwiler, 2010); yearly average precipitation for the basin is 35 cm). The flood peak
for this event (1303 cms) was larger than the calculated peak of the 200 year return
interval (1285 cms). The 2007 flood likely widened the channel, and even though the
year of 2008 still had higher flow durations than 2010, sediment in transport during 2008
and 2009 was stored as net deposition as the channel began to narrow, particularly in
2009 which was the tenth lowest flow on record. Then in 2010, a large flood (> 2 year
return interval) occurred again and evacuated sediment that had been stored.
In the Root River, with just the few years of load data and flow data we can see
that sediment yield from this system is not simply a relationship between flow and
material flux but is more complicated. Factors such as the timing and sequence of large
events relative to periods of low flow are controlling factors on the movement of
sediment through this system, particularly on the main stem of the Root River.
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2.6.2 Fingerprints
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate the spatial and vertical distribution of 10Be
concentrations found in terrestrial and alluvial sediments. In the figures, each profile is
indicated with an H or an F plus a number. The letters H stand for hillslopes and F is for
floodplains, while the number is simply to differentiate between samples. Color coding
in Figure 2.8 distinguishes between relatively old surfaces (Blue) and relatively young
surfaces (Tan).
Terrestrial hillslope samples and profiles indicate the important role variable
erosion rates play in suspended sediment and floodplain tracer concentrations.
Production and delivery of 10Be to the surface in small watersheds can be assumed
spatially constant. A normal 10Be profile in an undisturbed surface is expected to have a
maximum concentration at the surface and then decreasing exponentially with depth.
Tracer concentrations tend to form the decreasing profiles due to the affinity 10Be has for
soil particles. The majority of additions readily adsorb to the surface grains, then with
the soil mixing processes some of the atoms are transferred lower in the profile.
However, if erosion rates are higher on certain slopes, or portions of the watershed, tracer
concentrations in the surface will be lower, but will be higher in zones of accumulation
and storage. We collected hillslope profiles from two transects along two hillslopes, one
in Bridge Creek and the other in the South Fork of the Root River( Figure 2.2).
Hillslope samples collected from locations near the South Fork of the Root (H3,
H4, H5, and H6) represent a typical 10Be profile for this watershed. Sample H5 had a
depleted surface horizon and H6 did not show as drastic of a decline as expected. This is
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evidence of the stochastic movement and variable storage locations for sediment on the
landscape as discussed above. It is likely that sediment that eroded from H5 is now being
stored at the toe of the slope (H6). Based on this evidence we would expect other
hillslopes to have profiles of a similar shape to those described above, that is having a
surface maximum, and decreasing with depth. A profile with this decreasing shape
would be indicative of a hillslope that has been eroding at similar rate over the last
several millennia. However, we do not see the same shaped profiles on Bridge Creek.
Bridge Creek is a small (19 km2) tributary to the South Fork of the Root River.
At the head of the drainage, an automated edge-of-field sampler established by the
Minnesota Department of Agriculture captures sediment being sourced directly from
contributing agricultural fields. Both edge of field sample locations indicate that the
concentration of 10Be associated with sediment derived from agricultural fields is on the
range from 5.7x108 to 6.3x108 at/g, which is very similar to the surface layer of the
floodplains. Using all of the data available at this time (210Pb, 137Cs and 10Be
concentrations), Bridge Creek is sourcing anywhere from 48 percent to 100 percent from
the “upland”, as both hillslope and agricultural fields are difficult to distinguish one from
the other with the few available fingerprints.. Although Bridge Creek contributes greater
than 20 percent from uplands, it is important to note that we do see the pulse of beryllium
rich sediment being stored in the floodplains. The floodplains are depleted of excess
210

Pb indicating that these floodplains were built more than 75 to 100 years ago, and

exhibit an inverted 10Be profile (Figure 2.8a sample F8).
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Depth profiles of hillslope samples (H1 and H2) are distinctly different; samples
H1 and H2 show very little change with depth. We interpret these profiles to be
representative of an area that experiences high erosion rates, stripping the sediment from
the hillslopes and dumping the sediment in the floodplains. Field observations at the
time of sample collection noted evidence of high erosion (stripping of top soil layer, very
little to no plant litter at the surface and exposed plant roots) which can help explain the
10

Be profiles measured on the hillslopes. Even though the 10Be profiles indicate high

erosion rates, the concentrations are significantly higher than agricultural fields.
The 10Be depth profile of a single floodplain sample (F8) from Bridge Creek is
consistent with our interpretation of rapid erosion on the hillslopes. Specifically, the 10Be
concentration is inverted (higher concentration deeper in the profile), indicating that
beryllium rich soil was stripped from the hillslopes and stored in the floodplain at some
point in the past. More recent floodplain deposits (at the top of the floodplain profile) are
indicative of what is being source from the uplands.
One of the more interesting aspects of the fingerprinting results is the variable
nature of the floodplain 10Be concentrations and profiles. Each sample location records
the history of upland erosion at the time the surface was built. Floodplains that we know
to be younger in age tend to have lower concentrations in the vertically uniform profile of
10

Be, while older floodplains have higher concentrations of 10Be or inverted profiles. In

the context of the Root River floodplains and terraces we define a young surface as
floodplain that has been built over the last 100 years. Older floodplains are some
distance away from the channel, or have sufficient evidence to make the assumption that
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the surface could likely be older than 100 years (i.e., old-growth vegetation, soil structure
forming). Keeping these definitions in mind, a pattern emerges from the floodplain 10Be
concentrations.
Categorizing the floodplain and terrace surfaces as young or old provides useful
insight. For example, 10Be results from Crystal Creek (tributary to the South Branch;
Figure 2.8, samples F7 and F6) indicate that Crystal Creek was transporting washload
with an average 10Be concentration of about 5.0x108 at/g. At the onset of elevated
erosion rates during land conversion in the late 1800s and early 1900s stripped a
significant amount of sediment from the hillslopes. Some of that sediment was deposited
in the floodplain (site F7). Over time, the 10Be concentration in hillslope soils became
depleted. As a result, washload 10Be concentrations decreased to become closer to what
we see in transport today (3.4x108 at/g). Present day we are still transporting that same
concentration from the field (2.5x108 at/g) and see that lower concentrations in nearchannel deposits (F6) on Crystal Creek. Each floodplain and terrace sample recorded
information regarding upland erosional process and rates. The key to using this
information is beginning to see patterns in the tracer concentrations and profiles.
Relatively young floodplain surfaces exhibit relatively uniform 10Be depth
profiles and concentrations are typically less than 4.0x108 at/g throughout the profile.
This type of profile is found at several locations, most pronounced in the study area at
samples F5 and F4. Sample location F5 is from the incised banks of Mill Creek, a
tributary to the North Branch of the Root River. At this location, Mill Creek has incised
an old mill pond near Chatfield, MN. This surface is similar to the surfaces described in
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(Walter and Merritts, 2008) and is estimated by a local historian to have filled in nearly
100 years ago (Jeff Broberg, personal communication). The mill dam was recently
removed and the stream has begun to evacuate sediment stored behind the dam. Stream
banks are cohesive and steep. The stream rarely overtops the banks, even after high
intensity rain fall events. What is most notable about this sediment core is the uniform
concentration of 10Be in the profile and that the concentration through the profile
averages 3.5 x 108 at/g. The uniform concentration of 10Be at this site indicates that likely
the sediment was all being sourced from similar landscape features and based on the
concentrations in the profile; sediment trapped by the old mill dam recorded the erosion
of beryllium-depleted soil from the uplands.
Another useful case study involves site F4, which is a nearly 3 meter tall cut bank
on the South Branch of the Root River. This surface is has been built within the past 33
years. When sampling this bank for geochemical tracers, we found a belt and belt buckle
interbedded within the stratigraphy of the floodplain. The belt was buried nearly 1.5
meters from the surface and 0.5 meters from the exposed face of the cut bank. On the
back of the belt buckle was a copyright date of 1979, providing a maximum age
constraint of when this surface was constructed by the river. What is most notable here is
that the 10Be concentrations are again constant through the profile on the order of 3.5 x
108 at/g. It is also interesting to note that all of the floodplain samples are more or less
210

Pb and 137Cs deficient, indicating that either these floodplains were built at least 75 to

100 years ago, allowing for 210Pb and 137Cs to decay (the case for site F5). This also
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indicates, the river was transporting a lot of lead dead sediment at the time when this
floodplain was constructed (site F4).
Further evidence of the transport of lead and cesium dead sediment is found at
sample site F1, which was a recent (last flood event) deposit on the main stem of the Root
River. This sample was dead for both lead and cesium and had a 10Be concentration of
2.99x108 at/g, again offering more evidence that the river is transporting a lot of lead
dead sediment, and that the modern washload concentration of 10Be is on the order of 3.0
to 4.0x108 at/g.
Based on the concentrations of 10Be in the surface of the floodplain, and the shape
of the profile, floodplains that are currently being built and inundated by floods are likely
to exhibit a vertically uniform profile, and a concentration of 10Be ranging from 3.0 to
4.0x108 at/g. Floodplains that we interpret to be young surfaces (from figure 2.7) include
sample locations: F1, F2, F4, F5, F6, F9, F12, and F13. Each of these locations has the
vertically-uniform profile and relatively low 10Be concentrations.
Older terraces and floodplains either exhibit the inverted profile as seen at sites
F8, F7, and F13 or have concentrations larger than 4.0x108 at/g in the vertical profile.
Our interpretation of these sites is that the river was transporting sediment with a
relatively higher beryllium concentration at the time these surfaces were built. For the
cases where the inverted profiles are present, increasing concentration of 10Be with depth
indicates that previously elevated upland erosion rates deposited high concentrations in
the floodplains. Once all the 10Be rich sediment was stripped from the uplands, relatively
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10

Be poor sediment was eroded and stored in the floodplain, thus resulting in an inverted

profile.
Fingerprinting results from source areas generally agree with expectations
(uplands high all three tracers and floodplains high in 10Be and dead for 210Pb and 137Cs),
although the results indicate that that there is a distinct difference between hillslopes and
agricultural fields. Figure 2.8 shows that hill slopes are high for both beryllium and
lead/cesium, and that there is a large amount of variability in the concentrations, ranging
from 4.53X108 to 1.05X109 at/g throughout the profile. Field fingerprints tend to have a
large range of beryllium concentrations but have a fairly consistent concentration of
lead/cesium. Lower concentrations of lead could be due to plowing practices on the
agricultural fields which mix the top 30 cm of the soil profile, thus diluting 210Pb and
137

Cs concentrations in sediment derived from surface erosion on the fields. Floodplains

have a large range of beryllium concentrations as discussed above, and contain little to no
lead and cesium.
Based on the samples analyzed to date, constraining the true fingerprint for each
of these three source types is not feasible. Each additional sample will constrain a value
to be used as a fingerprint, and bracket the variance within the fingerprint. Even though
there are suspended sediment samples that report that more than 100 percent is coming
from the fields (Appendix 1) Figure 2.10 indicates that none of the suspended sediment
samples collected from main stem and major tributary sites fall outside the range of our
fingerprints. If a suspended sediment sample had a ratio of 10Be:210Pb which fell outside
the range of fingerprints samples, this would indicate that we have not captured the
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variable signature of tracers on the landscape. This variability in the field fingerprint is
likely due to certain areas of the watershed having experienced higher and lower erosion
rates at some point in the past.

2.6.3 Grain size
Grain size may influence measured tracer concentrations. Accounting for the
surface area, and differences in the D50 will correct for grain size dependencies. The D50
and skew of the grain size distribution of the rising versus the falling limb of the
hydrograph were compared to determine if we needed make corrections for grain size
differences. As discussed in Chapter 1, grain size has a direct effect on measured tracer
concentrations. Figure 2.11 shows the plot of D50 and skew for rising versus falling limb
at each sample location. No obvious relationship exists between rising and falling limb
for either of the metrics. Suspended sediment discharge typically experiences some type
of hysteresis both in discharge and in grain sizes (Walling and Moorehead, 1989). The
lack of a trend in grains size distributions between rising vs. falling limbs of the
hydrograph indicates that the river is not supply-limited for fine grained material. The
river is transporting as much fine grained sediment as it can evacuate from stored
sediment in the floodplain. Based on the observation that the D50 and the skew of the
grain size distribution was not dependent on the rising vs. falling limb of the hydrograph
it was not necessary to make corrections to tracer concentration of the suspended
sediment.
The grain size distribution of sediment stored in the terraces all along the Root
River indicates that over time the sediment building these surfaces has become finer
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grained. Figure 2.12 illustrates that if we assume that for any given location higher
terraces are older. Plotting the fraction of the grain size distribution >250 μm divided by
the fraction <250 μm against terrace height, the grain sizes being fractionated into the
floodplains when these surfaces were being built have become finer. A likely explanation
is that sediment sources switched with time, indicating that finer sediment was introduced
and the grain size distributions shifted. Factors such as changes in climate, land cover,
and land use are could be key players in the shift form coarser sand to silts and clays.
Although it is difficult to point directly to Euro-American settlement, the rapid fining of
terrace material does not occur until lower (younger) terraces.

2.6.4 Distribution of terraces throughout watershed
Mapped terraces throughout the watershed provided a general context of likely
sediment sources, areas of storage, and prime locations to collect samples. Using the
TerEx Tool (Chapter 3), terraces throughout the watershed were mapped with an average
elevation above the channel associated with each surface. The resulting map, when
compared to the longitudinal profiles (Figure 2.15), showed that after the knick zone on
tributaries that the presence of near channel terrace began to occur more often. Figure
2.16 shows slope-area plots for the major tributaries. The start of each knickzone is
marked on Figure 2.10. It would be interesting to sample above and below these zones.
With an increasing presence of terraces, one might expect the banks to contribute more
sediment relative to field contributions.
The map of terraces was used in selection of sampling locations and to providing
a visual snapshot of the height of banks along each section of the river. Figure 2.13
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illustrates the ranges of bank heights adjacent to each tributary of the Root River. The
curve represents the probability of having a terrace above a certain height near the river.
This is useful as sections of the river network that have significantly taller-than-average
stream banks are likely sections of the river that might be a net sediment source via
channel migration or channel widening. It is important to note that just because a river
has steep cut banks or tall banks near the channel these areas are not necessarily a net
source of sediment. Meander migration rates, widening rates, and the elevation of the
opposite banks are all factors which determine if a bank is a net source of sediment to the
river (Belmont et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011).
A combination of the terrace height figures and fingerprinting results indicates
that, typically the South Fork of the Root River has the lowest percentage of sediment
coming from field and/or upland sources. Of all the tributary sampling locations, the
fingerprint for the South Fork appears to be the best constrained as both the edge of field
sample locations represent the upland and agricultural land use of the South Fork the
best. The distribution of bank heights for the South Fork (Figure 2.12) indicates that
nearly 80 percent of the river has banks that are over 4 meters high. The combination of
tall stream banks and fingerprinting results (10Be and 210Pb) indicating a range of 30 to 60
percent of sediment could be coming from fields (from 210Pb and 137Cs estimates). This
indicates that the river is sourcing a majority of sediment from near channel sources.
Figure 2.13 is one method to interpret fingerprinting results from the South Fork of the
Root River. There is a large range of 10Be concentrations on the hillslope and fields,
indicating that suspended sediment could likely have a similar range of tracer
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concentrations. However, we see that suspended sediment samples typically fall within
the range of concentrations exhibited by the floodplains. Even though a numerical value
of percent field cannot be calculated, the 10Be concentrations confirm that the estimates
by 210Pb and 137Cs, although low end estimates, are not incorrect. The fingerprinting
results from the South Fork now can be used to see if sources are changing over the
course of a storm event. Figure 2.15a and 2.15b are two separate storm events. Points
along the hydrograph are times a sample was taken. These results along with the
fingerprinting plot (Figure 2.13) show that our original hypothesis was correct for the
South Fork.
These results and interpretation are what we expected to be able to do for the
entire Root River watershed. The South Fork demonstrates that constraining the
fingerprint is achievable in this landscape. The variable fingerprints show that rather than
focusing on the Root River, as a whole watershed, it would be advisable to focus on subwatersheds. Determining the fingerprint at these smaller scales rather than attempting to
apply a single fingerprint to the entire 5000 km2 watershed will result in a better estimate
of sediment coming from the fields. This is because the local variability in erosion rates
leads to variable tracer concentrations in source fingerprints. Fingerprints for field
sources can be used from Crystal Creek (just over the watershed divide) and Bridge
Creek (within the South Fork watershed). The spatial distribution of the edge of field
samplers captured the variable fingerprint. This, coupled with the understanding of the
terraces along the river, the fact that the near-channel sources are contributing lead and
cesium dead sediment a reasonable estimate of sediment sources emerges from the data.
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2.6.5 Relative ages of surfaces
Previously we stated that the concentration and profile of beryllium in the
floodplain would be indicative of relative age. Using OSL samples collected on a flight
of terraces (Figure 2.14 and table 6), we begin to understand during which time periods
certain surfaces were built. Preliminary OSL dates show that the upper most fill terraces
T1 and T2 are 14 cal kyr and 8.2 cal kyr old respectively, while the lowest two fill
terraces T3 and T4 are X and Y years old. While it is impossible to extrapolate the ages
at these terraces to other terraces with a similar height, we can still make an assumption
that terraces less than 4 meters tall should be considered post European settlement and
terraces over 4 meters tall should be considered to be pre-European settlement.
Although the lowest two terraces could not provide a definitive age due to partial
bleaching of the grains, it provides insight as to potential sources of sediment stored in
these surfaces. Figure 2.15 shows two plots, the first (a) is a plot of a sample which has
partial bleaching, while the second (b) is a plot with very little partial bleaching, meaning
an age could be calculated. The partial bleaching of sand grains indicates that these
lower floodplains were being built from a combination of old terraces and floodplains, or
that sediment was being sourced from gully erosion. If sediment sources were strictly
coming from sheet wash and shallow gully erosion we would expect the distribution of
ages from an OSL plot to be similar to Figure 2.15b. Where we see partial bleaching in
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lower terraces, it indicates that sheet wash is not the dominate source of erosion for these
surfaces.
The Root River has likely oscillated between an aggrading and degrading system.
It is impossible to tell when the depth of the valley was cut, since no incision rate can be
inferred from the dates on the fill terraces, however while hiking sample the terraces for
OSL dates we noticed what appeared to be a paleo-channel cut into bedrock midway up
the hill side. Upon further inspection we determined that this feature was indeed a paleochannel and opted to collect an OSL sample in this location. The OSL calendar year
estimate is that this paleo-channel is 155.6 cal kyr. This paleo-channel is perched nearly
50 meters above the current river valley, providing a maximum incision rate of 0.35
mm/yr. The discovery of this paleo-channel although not directly relevant to the sediment
sourcing project at hand does offer background to the evolution of this landscape and
provide one more piece of evidence that the Driftless Area was not glaciated during the
last two glacial maximums.

2.7 Conclusion
Our work in the Root River illustrates several points: First the Root River is a
dynamic and heterogeneous system. The fingerprinting results adequately demonstrate
this. Our original hypothesis of only 20 percent of sediment being source from field
work was incorrect; however our understanding of how sediment fingerprinting works on
this landscape was not. Even though more edge of field samples are needed to truly
constrain the field fingerprint there were areas of the Root River watershed where the
fingerprinting results bracket the sources of sediment very well.
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The results discussed provide enough evidence that we can definitively say that
there is still a lot of sediment being sourced from agricultural fields. We have also
documented not only variability of upland fingerprints as well as variability in the
floodplain fingerprint. Storage in the floodplains in the Root River plays a large role in
how this sediment is moving through the system. Flux data and anecdotal evidence (belt
buckle) indicate that residence times in the floodplain may be short, and could likely
influence the fingerprinting results, especially if sediment stored in point bars and inchannel deposits have measurable concentrations of lead and cesium. This work,
although not explicitly successful in constraining sediment sources, provides valuable
information as to location sediment currently contributing to the sediment yield and other
location where sediment sources (terraces) area readily available to the river. The
combined use of the terrace map, and stream power map indicates areas which may be
prone to erosion, or areas which might first be addressed for sediment reduction tactics.
The Root River contains 43 impaired reaches (MPCA, 2010). Given the
importance of improving water quality and aquatic habitat, continuation of this project is
essential to develop plans for sediment reduction. Future work in this watershed needs to
finish constraining source fingerprints. Too few edge of field samples have been
collected; future collection efforts need to be focused on constraining the variability of
tracers on the agricultural fields throughout the watershed. Although the small watershed
projects are very useful, it should be noted that they only represent a single portion of the
watershed. Edge of field samples which span the watershed as well as the glaciated and
Driftless Area will offer a more robust fingerprint. Coupling the fingerprinting results
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with general geomorphic insight into the region will not only inform manager and policy
makers, but will offer a direct approach to dealing with water quality concerns.
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Tables
Table 2.1: Modern landuse in the Root River Watershed

Table 2.2: USGS gages used to develop the area-discharge relationship for the Root River

Table 2.3: Sediment flux data for the Root River for years 2008, 2009, and 2010.
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Table 2.4: Preliminary OSL ages from terraces in the Root River watershed, along the
North Branch of the Root River.
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Figures

Figure 2.1: Study area location in southeastern Minnesota. Nearly two thirds of the
watershed sits within the Driftless Area (general boundary indicated by black line. Areas
to the west of the boundary were glaciated.
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Figure 2.2: Locations of suspended sediment sampling locations (dots) and
fingerprinting sample locations (stars).
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Figure 2.3: Production and delivery of radiogenic isotopes utilized during this study. a)
Production and delivery paths of 10Be to the earth’s surface, (based on Willenbring and
von Blanckenburg, 2010 ) Production and delivery pathways for 210Pb (based on Oldfield
and Appleby, 1984), and c) temporal distribution of 137Cs deposition for the northern
hemisphere (based on Cambray et al 1989)
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Figure 2.4: Power law relationship between calculated Q2 and drainage area for gages
listed in Table 2.2. The resulting equation was used to estimate discharge at every point
along the Root River in order to calculate a unit stream power for every point along the
river.
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Figure 2.5: Flow charts of sample collection, preparation and analysis. Samples were
either terrestrial or alluvial, or fluvial samples. Each sample type was collected and
prepared for analysis differently.
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Figure 2.6: Flow duration curves for entire period of record (1907-2008) on the Root
River near Houston, MN.
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Figure 2.7: Flow Duration Curves for years 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010. These curves,
along with the flux data, illustrate that sediment flux in the Root River is dependent upon
the magnitude and sequence of events.
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Figure 2.8: Beryllium-10 concentrations in alluvial sample cores, collected from
floodplains and terraces.
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Figure 2.9: Beryllium-10 concentrations in hillslope profiles.
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Figure 2.10: Ratios of 210Pb:10Be from entire fingerprinting data set.
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Figure 2.11: Results of suspended sediment samples that were analyzed for grain size
distribution. Measurements were made using a LISST Portable particle sizer. Samples
were split into rising limb and falling limb of the hydrograph and plotted for each
location. There is no apparent difference between the rising and falling limbs of the
hydrograph. The Root River has many near channel sources of fine sediment, making the
system a transport limited river. If the river was supply limited we would expect to see a
separation of the grain size between the rising and falling limbs of the hydrograph
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Figure 2.12: Changes in grain size with terrace height. The Y axis is the ratio of fine
grains (<250 μm) to coarse grains ( >250 μm), thus larger numbers are finer and smaller
number as coarser.
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Figure 2.13: Distribution of terrace heights along each tributary to the Root River.
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Figure 2.14: Ratios of 210Pb:10Be for fingerprinting samples in the South Fork of the
Root River.
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Figure 2.15: Contributions of upland sources to suspended sediment over the course of two storm
hydrographs.
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Figure 2.16: Longitudinal profiles of the Root River and each of the major contributing
tributaries.

Figure 2.17: Locations of knickpoints throughout the Root River Watershed.
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Figure 2.18: Slope-Area plots for the Root River and each of the major contributing
tributaries.
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Figure 2.19: OSL sampling locations with the height of each sample location above
channel
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Figure 2.20: Dosage rates for samples derived from sheet wash, and for samples which
are partially bleached.
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CHAPTER 3
TEREX: A TERRACE AND FLOODPLAIN EXTRACTION

3.1 Introduction
Field mapping terraces and floodplain features can be expensive and extremely
time consuming. Increasing availability of high resolution topography data (lidar)
provides geomorphologists another method to remotely sense, analyse and interpret the
landscape. Many new tools are emerging that take advantage of high resolution Digital
Elevation Models (DEM) developed from ground-based and/or airborne lidar (MacMillan
et al., 2003; Wheaton et al., 2010; Belmont, 2011). Even with a high resolution DEM,
manually delineating terrace and floodplain features can be challenging, as it is difficult
to pick out subtle trends in slope and the planform of features on the landscape, as well as
time consuming, as large areas of the landscape must be studied, often iteratively. Due to
the growing availability of high resolution DEMs and costs of manual floodplain and
terrace mapping, there is a need to develop methods to automatically select and delineate
these geomorphic features.
Other authors have developed methods to autonomously select fluvial terraces
from a DEM, based on the recognition of slope variation and the change of profile
curvature from concave to convex. Terraces were not mapped back to the DEM, but
elevations of selected surfaces were used to develop paleo-longitudinal profiles of the
river. (Demoulin et al., 2007). This paper shows that semi-autonomous selection of
geomorphic features from a DEM is possible, but did not produce a user friendly tool.
Here we introduce a tool that selects flat surfaces from a DEM based on the local relief of
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the surface and several other user inputs. The tool, named TerEx, can either be run in a
Python environment or run as a Toolbox in ArcCatalog.
Terraces are relatively flat, abandoned floodplains that typically form when the
river undergoes a change in the existing sediment and water flux to another (Ritter et al.,
2002; Anderson and Anderson, 2010). Many external variables might lead to a shift in
sediment and water flux, including changes in climate (Warner, 1992; Fuller et al., 2009),
tectonics (Riebe and Kirchner, 2001), a shift in base level (Belmont, 2011) or
anthropogenic effects (DeLong et al., 2011).
Two main types of alluvial terraces exist, fill and strath. A fill terrace is formed
when one or a number of the afore mentioned external variables (e.g. climate, uplift,
base-level adjustment) change. These shifts in base level cause an increase in sediment
yield or a decrease in discharge the alluvial valley. After this period of aggradation the
boundary conditions can again change causing vertical and/or lateral incision into the
existing floodplain. The incision causes an abandonment of the previous floodplain
forming a fill terrace (Merritts et al., 1994).
Strath terraces differ from cut and fill in that they are typically composed of thinly
mantled alluvium capping planed or beveled bedrock surfaces (Hancock and Anderson,
2002). The bedrock can be any substrate into which the valley is being developed, such
as glacial till or poorly-consolidated sediments. (Belmont, 2011; Pazzaglia, submitted).
The bedrock underlying the strath terrace is laterally incised during periods of increased
aggradation with the alluvial mantle being deposited simultaneous to the beveling of the
bedrock. Subsequent vertical down-cutting leads to floodplain abandonment (Hancock
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and Anderson, 2002) and formation of the strath terrace. The thickness of the alluvium
capping the strath is an important indicator of strath vs. fill terrace. The alluvium is
typically thin in regards to the size of the river a valley, and the grain size is thought to be
the bedload of the river at the time that surface was formed.
The interpretation of terrace sequences, stratigraphy and the dating of deposition
and incision events continue to be used by researchers to understand past river dynamics.
Along with the basic science perspective, understanding the regional pattern of terrace
development and preservation is necessary for land management, and the development of
sediment budgets (Smith et al., 2011; Pazzaglia, submitted). Autonomously mapping
terraces from a DEM, and field checking the selected surfaces will greatly reduce the
amount of time and money spent in the field, providing a product that is useful to both
geomorphologists and regional land managers.
The tool described in this paper is intended to ease the burden of manually
selecting surfaces from a DEM. It is designed so that the user can have several “knobs”
with which to fine-tune the selection of surfaces and edit features to better represent the
true form of the terraces and floodplains. Input data sets are a DEM, and a streamline
which represents the channel centreline. The user-defined inputs to the tool should be
based both on field assessments and on observations that can be gleaned from aerial
imagery and DEM hillshade grids. While this tool selects surfaces based on user inputs,
it is important to consider that this tool provides only a robust first-pass at terrace and
floodplain delineation. It cannot replace the field work that is required for robust
validation and finalization of a surficial geologic map. However, with appropriate use of
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this tool it is expected that geomorphologists can save both time and money in mapping
efforts.

3.2 Tool introduction
Based on typical physical attributes of terraces and floodplains, we have defined a
set of rules that select probable floodplain/terrace cells from a DEM, eliminate selected
areas that are not of interest, generalize the shape of the selected areas, and ultimately
produce a shapefile consisting of terrace and floodplain features. Each of the inputs
directly affects output shapefile, providing the user a manner to fine-tune the selection of
geomorphic surfaces in a specific watershed.
By offering adjustable parameters to select flat surfaces and ultimately define
floodplain/terrace features from a DEM (Figure 3.1). The TerEx tool enables users to
employ geomorphic intuition when choosing and refining features. The tool
topographically analyzes the DEM to identify flat surfaces based on three attributes: 1)
local relief of the surface; which cannot exceed a user-defined value (e.g., 1 m) within a
user-defined focal window (e.g., 3X3 cells or 81 m2); 2) the area of the surface, once
identified, must be less than the user-specified minimum area and 3) the selected surface
must fall within the user-defined valley width. A flow chart of the tool (Figure 3.1)
illustrates how inputs, processes, and outputs are related.
The TerEx tool is scripted in the Python language and requires a “Spatial
Analyst” extension to be used within ArcMap GIS software (ESRI, Redlands, Ca). Figure
3.2a is a screen shot of step one. To begin using the tool, it is imperative that the DEM
and all input shapefiles are defined in the same projection. Units used in the input
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parameters must match the units of the projection of the input DEM and stream shapefile.
For example, if using the “UTM Zone 15 NAD83” projection, the units of the input
parameters must be in meters and square meters.
First, the tool needs to be pointed to the workspace. This is where the outputs
from the calculations will be stored. Load in the DEM and Stream shapefile that will be
used throughout the process. The user now specifies the area of the focal window over
which local relief (range in elevation) is calculated. The focal window refers to how
many cells will be used in calculating local relief. For example, if a window of 3 cells
were selected and the DEM had a cell size of 1 meter, then the local relief of a 9 m2 area
would be calculated. The values chosen for this focal window determines if surfaces are
split into multiple features or lumped together. A small window would split out multiple
surfaces while a larger window would lump multiple features into a single surface. The
moving window calculates local relief for the entire DEM.
Cells in the resulting relief map are selected by a conditional statement that
includes only cells where the change is relief is less than or equal to the change in
elevation specified by the user. Cell that boarder one another are then subsequently
converted to a polygon shapefile representing flat surfaces on the landscape (Figure 3.3a).
Areas of all polygons are calculated; any polygon smaller than the user-defined minimum
terrace area is removed. The minimum terrace area needs to be large enough that
transitions in slope on hillsides will not remain in the selection. A general rule is;
consider the size (area) of the surfaces the project is interested in, and set the minimum
area to 50 percent of that value. This will provide enough of a buffer in the selection
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process to ensure surfaces of interest are selected. Surfaces that lie within the valley
width are then selected. Based on proximity to one another multiple polygons are
aggregated into a single feature. Edges of the aggregated polygons are smoothed using
the defined smoothing tolerance. The smoothing tolerance dictates the generalized shape
of the polygon, a larger value will round the edges of a polygon, interpolating between
vertices, while a smaller smoothing tolerance keeps the rougher, original shape of the
cells. Once smoothed and aggregated (Figure 3b), Step 1 of the tool is completed.
The user now may, and likely should, manually edit the shapefile (named
“smoothed.shp”) in ArcMap (step identified by brown box in Figure 3.1). Often, in flat
landscapes large tracts of upland are selected due to the flat topography. It is advisable to
remove these large areas, and any other areas that the user deems as inappropriate
surfaces to retain as a terrace or floodplain (i.e. roads, water surfaces, upland area,
alluvial fans, etc.). During the polygon amalgamation step, another potential problem is
that multiple surfaces of slightly different elevations, which should therefore be mapped
as individual surfaces, are selected as one single surface (Figure 3.3b outline polygon).
The individual terraces are connected because the scarp between them may be very subtle
or obscured by erosion and/or human modifications. The connecting segments of the
polygon can be removed by editing the polygon in ArcMap, using the Cut Polygons tool
(Editor Tool Box). Removal of these joining segments allows the single polygon to be
split into multiple surfaces that correctly represent the terraces on the landscape (Figure
3.3c). Roads, buildings, ditches and other human structures can have the opposite effect,
by splitting what should be a continuous surface into separate surfaces. Both of these
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issues above can be addressed by the manual editing step. This is where the use of aerial
imagery, the DEM hillshade, and field observations provide useful information in
determining where to separate conjoined terraces, or join several surfaces as a single
feature.
During the manual editing process it might occur to the user to delete multiple
unusable files generated during Step 1. Do not erase any files as it will cause the tool to
crash or result in a final product with missing information in the attribute table. Once
editing of the smoothed shapefile is complete, save the edits, and remove the shapefile
from the map. During the process of editing the shapefile, ArcMap generates a lock file
(.loc) which due to a bug in ArcMap is not removed by removing the shapefile from the
map. In order to continue on with step 2 both instances of ArcMap and ArcCatalog need
to be closed and then ArcCatalog reopened. This will delete the lock file, allowing Step 2
to continue uninterrupted.
Once the smoothed shapefile has been edited and saved in the same location it
was generated. Step 2 can be initiated (Figure 3.2b). Areas of the now-edited surfaces
are re-calculated and average elevation of each polygon surface is extracted from the
input DEM. To calculate average elevation of each surface relative to the local river
surface elevation, the input stream shapefile is split based on a user-defined reach length.
In general, reaches of 100 meters works well on large rivers, however on small rivers and
streams reducing the reach length to 50 or even 20 meters will provide a better ending
result. Once split, average elevation of each reach is calculated. The terrace and
floodplain features are then joined to the stream layer. The closest reach of the river is
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joined to the closest terrace, and the average elevation of the stream is subtracted from
the average elevation of the terrace/floodplain providing an average elevation of the
landform above the river. Note that in steep-gradient channels, this could cause
significant errors in the estimated height above the channel. Shorter reach lengths and
editing the polygons will help with this error in steep channels. All terraces/floodplains
near the river (within one channel width) are mapped to the stream layer. The user may
notice that in some instances a surface may not be mapped to the channel. This is because
there was not a terrace/floodplain polygon within one channel width of the stream. This
is likely because the floodplain near the channel was sufficiently rough to not be selected
initially from the relief map (perhaps due to scroll bars and/or size).
The TerEx tool described above is available both in Python code and as a toolbox
that can be loaded into ArcCatalog. We have found the tool is most stable when run in a
command-based Python environment (Programmers Notepad
(http://www.pnotepad.org/download/)). The reason for stability is that the unpredictable
quirks of ArcMap are not present when run in a Python environment. If run in
ArcCatalog, the tool will run every time as long as ArcMap and Catalog are closed after
the editing session. The script and toolboxes for TerEx can be downloaded from
http://justinstout.webs.com/gisandtools.htm or the entire script can be found in Appendix
2.

3.3 Tool Validation
The TerEx tool was designed to be used on entire watersheds, and large reaches
of river. The tool was validated on the Le Sueur River, south central Minnesota (Figure
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3.4). The Le Sueur River provides a unique natural laboratory in which to apply the tool.
The landscape evolution experiment that characterizes the Le Sueur began roughly
13,400 years ago when Glacial Lake Agassiz catastrophically drained through the
Minnesota River Valley, to which the Le Sueur was a tributary (Clayton and Moran,
1982; Gran, 2009). The knickpoint that formed from the 70 m drop in base level has
propagated 40 km up through the Le Sueur River network resulting in the formation of
many flights of strath terraces. This record of incision has been documented by terraces
that were mapped by Gran et al (2009).
Using the same terrace shapefile from Gran et al (2009), we validated our tool
against their terraces, which had been mapped from 3 meter lidar and field checked for
accuracy. Due to the fact that greater than 400 terraces had been mapped for the entire Le
Sueur watershed, we chose to validate the tool using a 23 kilometer reach on the mainstem Le Sueur where the numbers of terraces are abundant. Two metrics were used to
validate the tool; observed versus predicted areas and plots of the valley cross section to
determine how well the tool selected the edge of the terrace.

3.3.1 Observed vs. Predicted
The areas of field mapped (observed) terraces were plotted against the area of the
terraces that were automatically mapped by the TerEx tool (predicted). Figure 3.5
illustrates the relationship between the observed a predicted areas. Points that fall above
the 1:1 line over-predicted the areas and points which fell below the line under-predicted
the areas. Although there is significant scatter in the data set, the general trend is
encouraging. In general, if two separate people were to map the same area, we would
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expect a similar amount of scatter in the areas delineated as a terrace. A visual
comparison of field-mapped terraces versus TerEx semi-autonomously extracted terraces
indicates that in some locations the tool provided a better representation of terraces size
and shape (Figure 3.6).

3.3.2 Valley cross-sections
Two valley cross-sections (Figure 3.3c) were extracted from the DEM to
demonstrate how well the tool delineates the edges of selected terraces. Figure 3.7
illustrates that based on a visual comparison; the tool accurately identified the surface
right up to the junction of the scarp and tread. The method of using local relief to
delineate these surfaces functions well. This is evident as the surface can be delineated
right up to the break in slope as the surface transition from flat to steep. Although the
plots in Figure 3.7 are qualitative, visually assessing where the break in slope occurs on
the cross section, the tool mapped terraces cover the surface up to the edge. Using the
comparison of the spatial extent of field mapped surfaces to the predicted terraces
illustrates the ability of the process to select the edges of surfaces without needing
another metric to mark edges of the terrace (i.e. convexity/concavity of the terrace
surface).

3.3.3 Differentiate between alluvial fans and terraces
The tool was also validated on Bridge Creek which is a deeply incised (~4 m)
tributary to the John Day River in eastern Oregon (Figure 3.2) to determine if the
algorithm could differentiate between landforms. The main valley of Bridge Creek is
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filled with fine grained inputs from alluvial fans issuing from tributaries. In sections of
less valley confinement tributary inputs influence the planform of the stream. Alluvial
fans push the river to the opposite side of the valley. In several locations the interactions
of the fine grained alluvial fans and the coarser grained terraces is easily discernible (P.
Belmont, personal observation, August 2011). The system has likely had large
anthropogenic disturbances (Pollock et al., 2007) and experienced many cut and fill
cycles (Peacock, 1994). The river reach where the tool was applied is comprised of a
series of inset active floodplains and older terraces intermingled with low-gradient
alluvial fans issuing from tributary drainages. The reason we applied the tool to this
section in particular is to determine if the tool could distinguish between terrace and
alluvial fan.
The tool generally did not select alluvial fans, but would select the river terrace
formed at the toe of the fan. In Figure 3.8a, the alluvial fans are indicated by the white
outlines, and selected terraces are the hatch-mark polygons. During field work, these
surfaces were checked for accuracy. Walking down the alluvial fan toward the river, the
clasts at the surface were angular, but as we crossed onto the delineated terrace surface,
we found rounded river gravels on the surface. The difficulty in selecting these surfaces
visually and from the field is that this area has been farmed for many years. The break in
slope from alluvial fan to terrace has since by smoothed by years of agricultural
equipment. From this reach of the river, it is evident that the TerEx tool can differentiate
between alluvial fans and terrace, assuming the alluvial fan is not a low gradient fan.
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The reach in Figure 3.8b is located further upstream in a constricted and relatively
steeper gradient section of Bridge Creek. The tool was run on this section of the stream to
illustrate that in steep-gradient channels the tool will still select surfaces and calculate
reasonable elevations above the channel. In this section in particular, the reach length
(step 2) was decreased to 50 meters. This was done because when a reach length of 100
meters was used, lower floodplain surfaced resulted in a negative elevation. When a
shorter reach length was used the elevation calculated was more representative of the true
height of those surfaces above the channel.

3.4 TerEx, applied to the Root River
The tool was applied to the Root River to analyze the distribution of terraces
throughout the watershed. This aggrading system is impaired due to turbidity regulations
set by the EPA. Near channel terraces are likely active sediment sources, especially if
there is a large elevation difference between the river and surface of the terrace. The
TerEx tool was applied to the entire watershed, using a focal window of 5X5 (3m cells),
elevation change threshold of 0.75 meters, and a smoothing window of 65. Resulting
shapefiles for a section of the river are (Figure 3.9a, 3.9b). Selected terraces were fieldchecked in June 2011 and further check in October 2011.
Mapped terraces throughout the watershed provided a general context of likely
sediment sources, areas of storage, and prime locations to collect samples. Having a map
of terraces not only aided in the selection of sampling locations, but provided a visual
snapshot of what stream banks look like along each section of the river. Figure 3.9c
shows how the distribution of bank heights along the entire Root River. The curve
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represents the probability of having a terrace above a certain height near the river. This is
useful as sections of the river network that have significantly taller than average stream
banks are likely sections of the river which might be a net sediment source via channel
migration or channel widening. When comparing all the tributaries of the Root River
(Figure 3.10) it is evident those near channel terraces are likely significant sources of
sediment (see Chapter 0shapefiles and local relief grid are a robust first pass of terrace
and floodplain mapping, and can ultimately save a project both time and money. The
tool has successfully been applied to three separate rivers, and given the ability to
manipulate input parameters we are confident the tool will function and produce terrace
and floodplain maps for most landscapes.

Supplemental Material


Link to Terrace and Floodplain Extraction Tool python script and Arc Toolboxes:
<http://justinstout.webs.com/gisandtools.htm>.



Tutorial and example data can be found in TerEx_example.zip on same website



Script text in Appendix 2
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Figures

Figure 3.1: Flow chart for TerEx tool. The chart illustrates how inputs (smaller blue
rectangles), processes (orange ovals), and outputs (larger green rectangles), are related
and where each is relevant in the process.
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Figure 3.2: Screen shots of the TerEx tool. a) Step one of TerEx and b) Step 2 of TerEx
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Figure 3.3: Examples of step 1 and step 2 from TerEx. a) b) c) showing the steps of
terrace polygons to smoothed to edited and final shapefiles
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Figure 3.4: Map showing locations where the tool was tested and validated (Le Sueur
River) and the locations the tool was applied (Bridge Creek and Root River)
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Figure 3.5: Observed versus predicted areas. This illustrates how well the tool mapped
terraces when compared to field mapped terraces.
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Figure 3.6: A visual comparison illustrates how well TerEx selected edges of terraces
compared to manual selection
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Figure 3.7 : Cross sections showing how well the tool mapped the edge of the terrace at
two cross sections
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Figure 3.8: Results from validation along Bridge Creek, OR. a) Terraces mapped on
Bridge Creek did not select the alluvial fans. b) shows the other terraces selected along
Bridge Creek
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Figure 3.9: Results from TerEx application to Root River Watershed. Terraces that were
picked out in 2 select locations in the watershed. Figure c shows one analysis that can be
done with the resulting mapped near channel terraces
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of terraces along each major tributary of the Root River.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Concluding comments
Quantifying the movement of sediment from source to sink is a daunting task at
the scale of large watersheds. This is particularly true for hydrologically and
topographically complex watersheds that have experienced a diversity of human
disturbance over time. Trimble (1999) demonstrates two key concepts in understanding
watershed sediment dynamics. Namely, that sediment yield at the watershed mouth may
be poorly related to sediment fluxes within a basin (Trimble, 1999; Nearing, 2000;
Trimble and Crosson, 2000) and that floodplains can function as dominant sediment
sources and/or sinks at different times. For these reasons, many redundant methods must
be used to estimate erosion and predict sediment transport at the watershed scale, each
providing slightly different information and each subject to different limitations.
Watersheds exhibit immense variability in erosion and deposition in both time
and space. Rates are not always constrainable from direct observations of change
detection. Sediment fingerprinting provides a direct line of evidence identifying the
primary sources, transport pathway, and sinks within a watershed. To describe the
movement of sediment at the watershed, or channel network scale, it is necessary to relate
landforms to the processes responsible for sediment transport through the fluvial network
(Walling, 1999; Burt and Allison, 2010; Smith et al., 2011).
Many potential storage areas exist, and the residence time in any given reservoir
could vary from minutes to millennia depending on the processes building and eroding
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the landforms (Davies and Korup, 2010). The nature of connectivity between the
transport pathways and the storage areas affects the routing of sediment through each
potential sink and pathway (Fryirs et al., 2007). If the flux of sediment is analyzed over
space and time, projects with the goal of reducing excess sediment in rivers, and a goal
to mitigate impacts of disturbances can be better directed in the location and timing of
these efforts.
Our work in the Root River illustrates several points. First, the Root River is a
dynamic and heterogeneous system. The fingerprinting results adequately demonstrate
this. Our original hypothesis of only 20 percent of sediment being sourced from
field/upland sources appears to be an underestimate; however we were correct in our
expectation, that the Root River is a dynamic landscape, reflected in the sediment
dynamics discussed in this thesis.. Even though more edge of field samples are needed to
truly constrain the field fingerprint, there were areas of the Root River watershed where
the fingerprinting results bracket the sources of sediment very well. The fingerprinting,
hydrology, sediment transport, and geomorphic analysis results from the South Fork of
the Root River demonstrates that the banks along this watershed are a major contributing
source of suspended sediment.
Floodplain storage plays a large role in how sediment moves through the Root
River network. Flux data and anecdotal evidence (belt buckle) indicate that residence
times in the floodplain may be short, and could likely influence the fingerprinting results,
especially if sediment stored in point bars and in-channel deposits have measurable
concentrations of lead and cesium. This work, although not explicitly successful in
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constraining sediment sources, provides valuable information regarding the location and
availably of sediment sources to the river. The combined uses of the terrace height and
stream power maps indicate areas that may be prone to erosion. These areas of high
stream power proximate to tall, near river terraces are areas that should be high priority in
a sediment reduction strategy.

4.2 Future Work
The body of work described in this thesis provides a broad base for future work in
the Root River. Future work can build further by continuing to collect and analyze
sediment source samples as well as suspended sediment samples from gaging stations
along the mainstem Root, small tributaries, edge-of-field samplers, and agricultural
ditches. The source sampling campaign should primarily be focused on:
a) Better constraining the variability in source fingerprints (i.e., what are the
concentrations of tracers derived from different parts of the watershed) and
suspended sediment provenance
b) Constraining floodplain deposition rates and floodplain/bank tracer
concentrations, and
c) Determining the extent to which turbid groundwater seeps may influence
fingerprinting estimates.
Better constraints on source fingerprints are essential for robust source
apportionment estimates, which could be used to calibrate a watershed erosion model
(e.g., Soil and Water Assessment Tool). Future work in this watershed should maintain
goals that will further the understanding of the sediment dynamics. More fingerprinting
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samples need to be collected to determine how upland geochemical tracer concentrations
are changing across the landscape, and how these tracers differ during storm events. An
in-depth hydrologic analysis to understand how hydrologic metrics scale throughout the
watershed, along with a sediment routing model, compiled with multiple redundant lines
of information can be used to develop a sediment budget. A sediment budget can be used
to identify the most important sediment sources and processes
Understanding sediment sources to a river is an integral part of determining
sediment yield from that basin as well as the development of sediment budgets,
establishment of TMDLs (Total Maximum Daily Load), and strategic implementation of
BMPs (Best Management Practices; (Smith et al., 2011). Coupling the fingerprinting
results with general geomorphic insight into the region will not only inform management
and policy makers, but will offer a direct approach to dealing with water quality
concerns. The multiple lines of evidence collected regarding the sediment dynamics in
the Root River informs management what landforms are contributing excess amounts of
sediment. The use of sediment fingerprinting techniques coupled with approaches to
understand the erosional, hydrological, geomorphic history of the landscape, sources,
sinks and transport pathways can be quantified. An understanding of how sediment
moves through a watershed provides a direct approach to sediment reduction techniques,
in that managers and policy makers have an educated understanding of where sediment is
being sourced from, how it moves through the watershed and what the relative masses of
sediment are. All lines of evidence can validate sediment yield models and help unlock
the “black box” of watershed sediment delivery (Walling, 1983; Burt and Allison, 2010).
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APPENDIX 1: Fingerprinting sample data

Sample_ID
S10X07B
S10X08A
S10X08B
S10X08C
S10X08D
S10X08E
S10X08F
S10X08G
S10X08H
S10X08I
S10X08J
S10X08K
S10X08L
S10X09A
S10X09B
S10X09C
S10X09D
S10X09E
S10X09F
S10X09G
S10X09H
S10X09I
S10X10D
S10X10E
S10X10I
S10X10J
S10X10K
S10X10L
S10X10N
S10X10O
S10X10P
S10X10Q
S10X10R
S10X10S
S10X10T
S10X10U
S10X11A
S10X11B
S10X11C
S10X11D
S10X11E
S10X11F
S11ii27A
S11ii27A

date

time

location
Hwy 76 crossing North of Houston
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
Middle Branch Root River
Middle Branch Root River
Middle Branch Root River
Middle Branch Root River
Middle Branch Root River
Mill Creek, at Chatfield mill pond
Mill Creek, at Chatfield mill pond
Mill Creek, at Chatfield mill pond
Mill Creek, at Chatfield mill pond
Crystal Creek, near sampler
Crystal Creek, near sampler
Crystal Creek, across road in flat
Crystal Creek, across road in flat
Crystal Creek, across road in flat
Bridge Creek, floodplain sample
Bridge Creek, floodplain sample
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
Headwaters South Branch
Middle Branch Root River
Middle Branch Root River
Middle Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
North Branch Root River
Root River, near mouth
Root River, near mouth
Root River, near mouth
Root River, near mouth
Root River, near mouth
Root River, near mouth
Field Grab Kuehner OM Plot BC Fine Fraction
Field Grab Kuehner OM Plot BC Coarse Fraction

Easting
(UTM
NAD 83
Z15)
615017
581004
581004
581004
581002
581002
581002
581002
577677
577677
577677
577677
577677
564905
564905
564905
564905
571658
571658
571663
571663
571663
604844
604844
605498
605498
605498
605498
538006
557544
557544
567085
567085
567085
567085
567085
631230
631230
631606
631606
631606
631606

Northing
(UTM
Rising =
Total
NAD 83 Cs-137 Excess 1, Falling Concentr D50
Z15)
(pCi/g) Pb-210
=2
ation ul/L (um)
4847207
0.00
193.60 57.21
4844999
0.05
0.00
414.69 43.34
4844999
0.09
0.00
256.64 36.53
4844999
0.06
0.11
432.36 30.94
4844950
0.00
164.58 37.85
4844950
0.00
339.57 37.11
4844950
0.00
204.35 45.35
4844950
0.00
248.89 47.17
4840285
0.00
318.17 44.19
4840285
0.00
333.93 46.38
4840285
0.00
288.45 47.49
4840285
0.00
290.30 38.94
4840285
0.00
267.98 30.03
4854512
0.00
305.82 35.19
4854512
0.00
277.44 37.72
4854512
0.00
188.13 39.63
4854512
0.00
142.27 34.25
4826411
0.00
354.88 34.87
4826411
0.00
322.69 32.91
4826436
0.00
339.80 32.71
4826436
0.00
252.47 32.15
4826436
0.00
257.43 28.09
4841186
0.00
362.43 52.08
4841186
0.00
220.76 47.64
4838093
0.00
157.13 27.04
4838093
0.00
215.90 25.96
4838093
0.00
149.38 22.80
4838093
0.00
230.50 22.82
4831361
0.31
418.34 45.10
4843137
0.00
416.80 41.70
4843137
0.00
352.04 36.08
4850932
0.00
169.53 40.97
4850932
0.00
199.54 36.91
4850932
0.00
201.27 38.58
4850932
0.00
310.46 37.56
4850932
0.00
353.41 46.63
4847711
0.00
255.45 24.17
4847711
0.00
310.30 34.38
4846834
0.00
322.42 47.32
4846834
0.00
411.41 35.27
4846834
0.00
162.76 41.94
4846834
0.00
310.87 51.20
0.14
-0.12
279.70 30.78
0.11
0.02

Surface
Area
corrected
by
Surface
concentr
Area
ation
cm^2
0.46
88.79
0.59
242.92
0.67
170.71
0.82
355.92
0.59
96.72
0.63
215.59
0.51
103.83
0.45
112.58
0.54
170.85
0.48
160.33
0.44
126.66
0.57
164.31
0.81
217.59
0.67
204.68
0.65
179.04
0.62
117.26
0.72
102.32
0.69
246.34
0.76
246.57
0.73
248.55
0.76
192.50
0.91
234.10
0.48
173.59
0.53
117.60
0.77
121.63
0.86
186.36
1.00
149.81
0.99
228.65
0.55
231.64
0.64
266.06
0.75
263.04
0.67
114.26
0.65
130.47
0.63
127.39
0.69
213.87
0.47
166.71
1.07
273.36
0.75
234.21
0.54
175.50
0.72
294.43
0.54
88.61
0.48
149.94
0.86
239.54
PLID
201100240
201100241
201100242
201100243
201100244
201100245
201100246
201100247
201100248
201100249
201100250
201100251
201100252
201100253
201100254
201100255
201100256
201100257
201100258
201100259
201100260
201100261
201100268
201100269
201100276
201100277
201100278
201100279
201100282
201100283
201100284
201100285
201100286
201100287
201100288
201100289
201100290
201100291
201100292
201100293
201100294
201100295
201100935

N10
Correcte
10Be/total
d by
be (E-15) % Grain
N10 (atom/g)
ERROR
size
1.28E+08
4.3
2.63E+08
1.23E+08
3.0
2.23E+08
1.64E+08
4.8
2.79E+08
1.67E+08
3.5
2.55E+08
2.58E+08
2.2
4.67E+08
1.90E+08
2.8
3.31E+08
2.21E+08
4.9
4.30E+08
2.04E+08
1.5
4.22E+08
1.75E+08
1.7
3.31E+08
1.70E+08
1.7
3.40E+08
1.39E+08
3.8
2.91E+08
1.50E+08
7.4
2.76E+08
1.94E+08
1.3
2.98E+08
1.94E+08
1.8
3.29E+08
1.99E+08
2.5
3.44E+08
2.07E+08
1.6
3.63E+08
2.08E+08
1.2
3.40E+08
2.04E+08
3.4
3.39E+08
2.31E+08
2.9
3.67E+08
1.94E+08
2.9
3.14E+08
3.49E+08
2.8
5.54E+08
3.44E+08
5.6
5.01E+08
2.82E+08
1.8
5.64E+08
3.40E+08
1.9
6.47E+08
2.37E+08
2.2
3.74E+08
2.48E+08
1.5
3.70E+08
2.64E+08
1.3
3.66E+08
2.95E+08
1.1
4.11E+08
3.25E+08
1.5
6.06E+08
3.28E+08
0.9
5.69E+08
3.77E+08
1.1
6.05E+08
2.42E+08
1.2
4.08E+08
2.37E+08
1.2
4.07E+08
2.16E+08
2.2
3.77E+08
2.23E+08
2.3
3.73E+08
2.21E+08
1.3
4.46E+08
3.79E+08
1.0
5.09E+08
4.40E+08
2.1
7.03E+08
1.85E+08
1.0
3.49E+08
2.79E+08
1.1
4.58E+08
2.51E+08
1.3
4.71E+08
1.65E+08
1.1
3.30E+08
2.71E+08
4.06E+08
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Sample_ID
S11ii27B
S11ii27B
S11ii27C
S11ii27C
W10IX23E
W10IX23Z
W10VI21A
W10VI23A
W11i23B
W11i23I
ZZZ
ZZZ
S10X10A1
S10X10A2
S10X10B2
S10X10C1
S10X10C2
S10X10C3
S10X10F1
S10X10F2
S10X10G1
S10X10G2
S10X10H1
S10X10H2
S10X10M1
S10X10M2
W10III13A
W10III13B
W10III13D
W10III13E
W10IX01A
W10IX02A
W10IX16A
W10IX16B
W10IX16B
W10IX16C
W10IX16D
W10IX16E
W10IX16F
W10IX17A
W10IX17A
W10IX17B
W10IX23A
W10IX23A

time

3/13/2010
3/13/2010
3/13/2010
3/13/2010
9/1/2010
9/2/2010
9/16/2010
9/16/2010
9/16/2010
9/16/2010
9/16/2010
9/16/2010
9/16/2010
9/17/2010
9/17/2010
9/17/2010
9/23/2010
9/23/2010

13:15
13:45
15:00
15:20
14:45
10:50
10:15
10:35
10:35
11:00
12:45
13:20
13:55
10:15
9:55
9:25
9:25
9:25

9/23/2010 11:30
3/17/2011 13:10

9/23/2010 13:00
9/23/2010 11:10
6/21/2010 15:25
6/23/2010 3:45

date

location
Field Grab Kuehner CFW HR Coarse Fraction
Field Grab Kuehner CFW HR Fine Fraction
Field Grab Kuehner CFWnon-HR Fine Fraction
Field Grab Kuehner CFW non-HR Coarse Fraction
CFW
BCT
CFE
BCT
BCT
SR3
CFE*
CFW snowmelt
Bridge Creek, hillslope sample
Bridge Creek, hillslope sample
Bridge Creek, hillslope sample
Bridge Creek, hillslope sample
Bridge Creek, hillslope sample
Bridge Creek, hillslope sample
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
South Branch Root River
HOUSTON
MOUND
PILOT
LANESBORO
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
BCO
PILOT
PILOT
LANESBORO
MONEY
MOUND
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
MOUND
MONEY
LANESBORO
LANESBORO
604650
604650
604676
604713
604713
604713
605515
605515
605568
605568
605600
605600
605624
605624

4840959
4840959
4840988
4841005
4841005
4841005
4838220
4838220
4838180
4838180
4838157
4838157
4838157
4838157
0.00
0.79
0.46
1.05
0.58
0.56
0.69
2.18
1.38
1.80
0.67
0.86
1.25
1.15

0.84

0.19
0.26
0.11
0.14
0.16
0.15

0.12

3.26
18.12

0.16
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.07
0.12
0.37

0.34

2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1

400.09
342.27
330.59
429.23
292.41
384.04
234.85
762.58
835.35
280.44
401.94
363.09
434.45
340.11
245.41
215.92
224.09
134.41
270.55
115.13
121.29
151.56
163.88
84.34
133.67
289.76
275.15
178.69
167.26
368.89
255.35
181.01

33.97
25.87
43.87
54.86
34.35
36.47
41.35
44.74
69.27
66.77
79.15
61.27
67.67
81.40
16.87
19.01
19.28
18.86
20.25
10.55
5.96
11.80
8.56
11.49
17.48
10.70
8.24
24.42
12.80
57.23
12.51
14.15

0.72
0.97
0.61
0.61
0.89
0.83
0.60
0.60
0.43
0.38
0.27
0.39
0.37
0.44
1.50
1.62
1.37
1.52
1.38
2.24
3.44
2.24
2.89
2.51
1.79
2.57
2.62
1.20
2.06
0.96
2.15
2.00

287.81
333.52
202.18
260.50
260.03
319.11
139.95
460.72
356.79
105.79
106.52
141.21
162.56
150.85
368.56
349.01
307.36
204.72
374.31
258.39
416.68
339.48
474.41
211.98
239.14
745.82
720.13
215.01
343.81
355.24
549.92
361.78

Surface
Area
Easting Northing
corrected
(UTM
(UTM
Rising =
Total
by
Surface
NAD 83 NAD 83 Cs-137 Excess 1, Falling Concentr D50 concentr
Area
Z15)
Z15)
(pCi/g) Pb-210
=2
ation ul/L (um)
ation
cm^2
0.16
0.01
138.85 31.70
0.78
108.34
0.18
-0.02
0.14
-0.16
292.55 28.88
0.90
263.70
0.11
-0.11
0.31
1.61
1
123.23
6.91
3.51
432.82
2.31
332.47
2
144.04 13.05
0.13
0.79
1
213.16 11.78
2.19
467.75
7.09
3.04
578.24
0.31
1.28
2
190.24

201103631
201103634
201103636
201103628
201103645
201103662
201103649
201103632

201100262
201100263
201100264
201100265
201100266
201100267
201100270
201100271
201100272
201100273
201100274
201100275
201100280
201100281
201103642
201100237
201103661
201100228
201103644
201103627
201103623
201103639

4.88E+08
4.95E+08
3.97E+08
4.46E+08
3.93E+08
3.78E+08
3.82E+08
3.27E+08

4.12E+08
5.08E+08
5.12E+08
2.62E+08
3.18E+08
2.72E+08
4.50E+08
3.65E+08
4.13E+08
3.20E+08
2.33E+08
1.97E+08
3.88E+08
4.08E+08
3.64E+08
2.44E+08
3.25E+08
2.47E+08
2.64E+08
3.78E+08
6.30E+08
3.86E+08

5.24E+08
6.56E+08
2.49E+08
5.74E+08
6.93E+08
6.85E+08

0.9
1.7
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.6
1.5
1.2

1.5
1.4
5.8
3.1
2.4
2.5
0.9
1.9
1.4
1.5
1.7
2.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
3.1
1.3
1.9
1.1
2.4
2.3
1.0

1.6
1.3
2.2
5.6
1.4
1.8

6.75E+08
7.14E+08
9.08E+08
4.67E+08
4.68E+08
4.14E+08
8.09E+08
6.52E+08
8.77E+08
7.22E+08
6.27E+08
4.37E+08
8.80E+08
8.50E+08

5.24E+08
6.56E+08
2.49E+08
5.74E+08
6.93E+08
6.85E+08

201100937
201103626
201103665
201100220
201100218
201100953
201100959

4.06E+08

PLID
201100936
2.78E+08

N10
Correcte
10Be/total
d by
be (E-15) % Grain
N10 (atom/g)
ERROR
size
2.83E+08
4.45E+08
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Sample_ID
W10IX23B
W10IX23C
W10IX23C
W10IX23D
W10IX23F
W10IX23G
W10IX23G
W10IX23H
W10IX24A
W10IX24A1
W10IX24A1
W10IX24B
W10IX24C
W10IX24Y
W10IX27A
W10IX27A
W10IX27B
W10V13A
W10V13A
W10V13D
W10V13E
W10V13I
W10V13J
W10V13K
W10V13L
W10V14C
W10V14F
W10VI13C
W10VI15E
W10VI16A
W10VI16A
W10VI16D
W10VI17A
W10VI17B
W10VI18A
W10VI18B
W10VI18C
W10VI19A
W10VI19B
W10VI19C
W10VI21B
W10VI21C
W10VI22B
W10VI22C

date
9/23/2010
9/24/2010
9/23/2010
9/23/2010
9/23/2010
9/23/2010
9/23/2010
9/23/2010
9/24/2010
9/24/2010
9/24/2010
9/24/2010
9/24/2010
9/24/2010
9/27/2010
9/27/2010
9/27/2010
5/13/2010
5/13/2010
5/13/2010
5/13/2010
5/13/2010
5/13/2010
5/13/2010
5/13/2010
5/14/2010
5/14/2010
5/13/2010
6/15/2010
6/16/2010
6/16/2010
6/16/2010
9/17/2010
6/17/2010
6/18/2010
6/18/2010
6/18/2010
6/19/2010
6/19/2010
6/19/2010
6/21/2010
6/21/2010
6/22/2010
6/22/2010

time
10:00
11:40
11:40
12:35
13:05
13:40
13:40
14:25
12:25
10:00
10:00
11:30
12:00
13:15
13:05
13:05
13:30
9:45
9:45
11:25
12:00
15:00
15:25
15:45
16:40
10:20
13:05
10:45
13:30
6:30
6:30
13:25
9:30
13:05
10:50
11:25
13:30
5:55
6:30
7:00
16:15
20:10
11:55
11:30

location
CCO
BCO
BCO
HOUSTON
MOUND
MONEY
MONEY
PILOT
MONEY
LANESBORO
LANESBORO
HOUSTON
MOUND
PILOT
MOUND
MOUND
HOUSTON
MONEY
MONEY
BCO
MONEY
MONEY
MOUND
HOUSTON
LANESBORO
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
LANESBORO
LANESBORO
LANESBORO
LANESBORO
MOUND
MOUND
MONEY
MOUND
MONEY
MONEY
MOUND
MONEY
CCO
BCO
PILOT
LANESBORO

Easting Northing
(UTM
(UTM
Rising =
Total
NAD 83 NAD 83 Cs-137 Excess 1, Falling Concentr D50
Z15)
Z15)
(pCi/g) Pb-210
=2
ation ul/L (um)
0.12
1.15
2
206.50 19.90
2
161.56 14.26
2
185.89 14.24
0.09
0.48
1
276.01 17.54
0.09
0.57
1
192.55 12.22
0.05
0.46
1
178.09 14.83
2
134.23 18.80
0.17
1.03
1
174.21 16.68
2
159.35 14.38
0.13
0.67
1
144.97 17.30
1
187.07 15.19
0.13
0.64
2
199.77 11.80
0.14
0.68
1
82.02
12.32
1
195.37 15.66
2
207.05 14.40
0.07
0.43
2
148.10 14.85
2
242.99 17.63
1
197.71 18.27
0.05
0.53
1
236.05 15.23
0.22
1.68
2
151.07
9.24
0.08
0.43
1
187.26 17.41
2
196.29 16.18
1
219.32 13.33
0.00
0.46
1
183.14 26.06
2
186.83
9.73
0.07
0.41
2
267.63 19.07
0.04
0.54
2
147.20 22.12
0.01
0.73
1
131.41 28.43
0.19
1.60
1
252.99
8.14
1
151.85 14.99
0.05
0.62
1
190.89 15.73
0.17
1.38
2
189.62 21.88
2
194.10 13.49
0.18
1.23
2
132.57 20.70
0.13
0.84
2
155.46
9.26
0.12
0.96
1
224.47 11.42
0.24
1.23
2
149.96
8.27
2
226.66 14.02
2
119.17 12.37
2
237.53 19.27
0.16
0.69
1
330.91 11.84
0.24
0.94
1
199.82
8.27
2
145.53 11.35
0.22
1.86
2
151.48
7.33

Surface
Area
corrected
by
Surface
concentr
Area
ation
cm^2
1.41
291.96
1.85
299.29
1.97
365.42
1.81
500.58
2.14
411.34
1.90
338.04
1.64
220.73
1.65
287.89
1.89
301.81
1.62
235.24
1.86
347.24
2.33
465.01
2.14
175.26
1.79
350.62
1.92
397.55
1.69
250.76
1.46
353.83
1.37
271.51
1.65
390.65
2.90
438.66
1.36
254.49
1.73
339.31
1.84
403.91
1.25
228.36
2.69
502.83
1.49
399.17
1.46
214.30
0.81
107.06
3.09
782.58
1.73
262.83
1.64
312.14
1.28
242.64
1.67
324.40
1.33
176.20
2.70
419.57
2.23
499.81
2.96
444.23
1.99
451.60
2.05
244.05
1.47
350.24
2.22
733.84
2.92
583.12
2.24
325.78
3.25
492.93
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.8
1.1
1.0

4.03E+08
3.46E+08
4.36E+08
3.20E+08
2.98E+08
3.30E+08
5.52E+08
3.52E+08
3.57E+08
3.69E+08
2.22E+08
3.08E+08
2.64E+08
2.75E+08
4.11E+08
2.89E+08
3.43E+08
3.83E+08
3.51E+08
5.29E+08
3.50E+08
5.42E+08
4.90E+08
3.63E+08
4.97E+08
2.81E+08
4.60E+08
4.04E+08
4.51E+08

201103630
201103638
201103664
201103651
201103646
201103647
201103641
201103648
201100940
201100941
201100221
201100222
201100223
201103643
201100229
201100230
201100231
201100944
201103663
201100235
201100238
201100234
201100945
201100946
201100947
201100219
201100215
201100948
201100232

1.3
1.0
1.3
2.3
2.5
2.4
1.3
1.3
1.9
1.3
0.9
1.2
0.9

0.9
1.3

1.2
2.8

1.1
1.5
0.8
0.8
1.6

1.1
1.8
0.6

3.78E+08
3.96E+08
2.95E+08

201103640
201103650
201103633

0.8
1.2
1.6

2.96E+08
2.92E+08
3.63E+08

201103629
201103637
201103635

PLID
201103625
201103624

N10
Correcte
10Be/total
d by
be (E-15) % Grain
N10 (atom/g)
ERROR
size
3.11E+08
2.0
4.13E+08
1.8
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Sample_ID
W10VI23B
W10VI23C
W10VI23E
W10VI23F
W10VI23G
W10VI23H
W10VI23I
W10VI23J
W10VI24A
W10VI24C
W10VI25B
W10VI25C
W11i23A
W11i23C
W11i23D
W11i23F
W11i23G
W11i23H
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
Z6
Z7

time
4:18
9:35
10:15
10:50
13:35
13:55
14:30
15:25
8:20
9:15
14:00
14:15

8:30
9:05
8:05
9:15
8:10
8:55
8:25

date
6/23/2010
6/23/2010
6/23/2010
6/23/2010
6/23/2010
6/23/2010
6/23/2010
6/23/2010
6/24/2010
6/24/2010
6/25/2010
6/25/2010

3/18/2011
3/21/2011
3/17/2011
3/17/2011
3/17/2011
3/17/2011
3/18/2011

location
BCO
CCO
BCO
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
MONEY
MOUND
LANESBORO
HOUSTON
LANESBORO
MOUND
HOUSTON
BCO
Money Creek
Lanesboro
Lanesboro
PilotMound
PilotMound
CCO
CCO
CCO
HOUSTON
LANESBORO
MONEY
MONEY
2.03
1.74
2.83
0.96
1.88
1.90
2.11

Easting Northing
(UTM
(UTM
Rising =
Total
NAD 83 NAD 83 Cs-137 Excess 1, Falling Concentr D50
Z15)
Z15)
(pCi/g) Pb-210
=2
ation ul/L (um)
0.16
0.83
1
213.45 13.05
2
91.85
9.87
0.22
1.04
2
113.01
9.42
0.17
0.63
1
227.22 14.25
0.13
0.47
2
184.38
9.47
0.07
1.00
2
196.53 17.55
0.19
0.45
1
236.65 12.87
0.13
0.71
2
131.19 10.00
0.07
0.62
2
233.50 10.33
2
174.74 11.34
2
109.15 15.23
0.02
0.49
1
225.84 13.89
6.34
16.90
8.02
10.22

Surface
Area
corrected
by
Surface
concentr
Area
ation
cm^2
2.07
441.43
2.55
234.36
2.91
328.30
1.80
409.81
2.68
494.19
1.50
294.12
2.01
475.80
2.63
345.39
2.48
578.60
2.36
412.80
1.69
184.62
1.98
448.19
PLID
201100216
201100949
201100217
201100224
201100225
201100236
201100239
201100233
201100226
201100950
201100951
201100227
201100952
201100954
201100955
201100956
201100957
201100958

N10
Correcte
10Be/total
d by
be (E-15) % Grain
N10 (atom/g)
ERROR
size
3.59E+08
0.9
3.88E+08
1.0
4.39E+08
6.0
3.21E+08
2.6
3.67E+08
3.1
3.73E+08
2.3
3.08E+08
1.9
3.87E+08
3.1
3.59E+08
1.7
3.77E+08
1.0
3.39E+08
1.0
3.20E+08
2.0
4.70E+08
2.0
4.18E+08
1.8
4.78E+08
1.6
4.41E+08
2.4
3.08E+08
2.4
3.47E+08
3.6
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APPENDIX 2: TerEx Script
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TerEx Tool Script Step 1:
import arcpy
import math
#Input Files and information, set workspace, check out Spatial Analyst Extension
arcpy.env.workspace = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0)
dem_in = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(1)
elev_delta = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(2)
min_area = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(3)
stream_in = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(4)
width = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(5)
cell_size = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(6)
#streamwidth = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(7)
rectangle = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(7)
smooth = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(8)
#stream_split = float(arcpy.GetParameterAsText(10))
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True
arcpy.CheckOutExtension('Spatial')
arcpy.AddMessage("Unsplitting streams...")
#Unsplit stream layer
arcpy.UnsplitLine_management (stream_in, "stream_unsplit.shp")
stream = "stream_unsplit.shp"
#Execute FocalStatistics(Using Rectangle)
relief_m = 'relief_map'
neighborhood = arcpy.sa.NbrRectangle ( rectangle, rectangle, "CELL")
outFocalStatistics = arcpy.sa.FocalStatistics( dem_in, neighborhood, 'RANGE', '')
outFocalStatistics.save(relief_m)
#Selection of Terraces
arcpy.AddMessage("Selecting flat surfaces...")
whereclause = " VALUE <= " + str(elev_delta)
print whereclause
terrace = 'terraces'
conditional = arcpy.sa.Con( relief_m, 1, '', whereclause)
conditional.save(terrace)

#Convert Raster to Polygon
terrace_p = 'terr_poly.shp'
arcpy.RasterToPolygon_conversion(terrace, 'terr_poly', 'SIMPLIFY', 'VALUE')
# Eliminate polygon parts which are too small
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arcpy.EliminatePolygonPart_management (terrace_p, "polyelim.shp", "PERCENT", 75)
#Add area field, and Calculate areas
terrace_poly = "terrace_poly.shp"
arcpy.CalculateAreas_stats ("polyelim.shp", terrace_poly)
#Select and delete areas less than area of interest
whereclause2 = "F_Area >= " + str(min_area)
print whereclause2
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management (terrace_poly, "lyr")
arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management ("lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", whereclause2)
arcpy.CopyFeatures_management ("lyr", "terrace_10000a")
#Select terrace within valley width of stream
valleywidth = float(width) / 2
print valleywidth
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management (stream, "stream")
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management ("terrace_10000a.shp", "lyr2")
arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management ("lyr2", "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", "stream",
valleywidth, "NEW_SELECTION")
arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management ("lyr2", "INTERSECT", "stream", '',
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION")
arcpy.CopyFeatures_management ("lyr2", "terrace_selection")
#Aggregate and smooth THE TERRACES
hole = float(width)
arcpy.cartography.AggregatePolygons("terrace_selection.shp", "aggregated.shp", cell_size,
min_area, hole, "NON_ORTHOGONAL")
arcpy.cartography.SmoothPolygon( "aggregated.shp", "smoothed.shp", "PAEK", smooth, '',
"NO_CHECK")

TerEx Tool script Step 2:
import arcpy
import math
#Input Files and information, set workspace, check out Spatial Analyst Extension
arcpy.env.workspace = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0)
dem_in = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(1)
#elev_delta = float(arcpy.GetParameterAsText(2))
#min_area = float(arcpy.GetParameterAsText(3))
#stream_in = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(4)
#width = float(arcpy.GetParameterAsText(5))
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cell_size = arcpy.GetParameter(2)
streamwidth = arcpy.GetParameter(3)
#rectangle = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(8)
#smooth = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(9)
stream_split = arcpy.GetParameter(4)
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True
arcpy.CheckOutExtension('Spatial')
#CALCULATE AREA OF POLYGONS
arcpy.AddMessage("Calculating Areas...")
arcpy.CalculateAreas_stats ("smoothed.shp", "terrace_area.shp")
#Calculate average elevation of terrace
arcpy.AddField_management ("terrace_area.shp", "ave_elev", "DOUBLE")
rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor ("terrace_area.shp")
for row in rows:
row.ID = row.FID
rows.updateRow(row)
del rows
arcpy.sa.ZonalStatisticsAsTable ("terrace_area.shp", "ID", dem_in, "terrace_outTable.dbf",
"DATA", "MEAN")
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management ("terrace_area.shp", "terrace_area")
arcpy.AddJoin_management ("terrace_area", "Id", "terrace_outTable.dbf", "ID", "KEEP_ALL")
arcpy.CopyFeatures_management ("terrace_area", "terrace_area2.shp")
arcpy.AddField_management ("terrace_area2.shp", "ave_elev", "DOUBLE")
rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor ("terrace_area2.shp")
for row in rows:
row.ave_elev = row.terrace__6
rows.updateRow(row)
del row
del rows
arcpy.DeleteField_management("terrace_area2.shp", ["terrace_ar", "terrace__2", "terrace_ou",
"terrace__3", "terrace__4", "terrace__5", "terrace__6"] )
arcpy.AddField_management ("terrace_area2.shp", "area", "DOUBLE")
rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor ("terrace_area2.shp")
for row in rows:
row.area = row.terrace__1
rows.updateRow(row)
del row
del rows
arcpy.DeleteField_management("terrace_area2.shp", ["terrace__1"])
arcpy.AddMessage("removing intermediate files...")
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arcpy.Delete_management("aggregated.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("aggregated_Tbl.dbf")
arcpy.Delete_management("polyelim.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("smoothed.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("terr_poly.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("terrace_10000a.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("terrace_area.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("terrace_outTable.dbf")
arcpy.Delete_management("terrace_poly.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("terrace_selection.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("terraces")
#PAUSE USER SHOULD EDIT TERRACES AND THEN RUN SECOND SCRIPT
stream = "stream_unsplit.shp"
#Split Stream Every 100m
arcpy.AddMessage("Thanks to Map Ranter for the following script to split streams on a specified
interval")
def printit(inMessage):
print inMessage
arcpy.AddMessage(inMessage)
inFC = stream
outFC = "stream_100m.shp"
alongDist = stream_split
#alongDist = 100
if (arcpy.Exists(inFC)):
print(inFC+" does exist")
else:
print("Cancelling, "+inFC+" does not exist")
sys.exit(0)
def distPoint(p1, p2):
calc1 = p1.X - p2.X
calc2 = p1.Y - p2.Y
return math.sqrt((calc1**2)+(calc2**2))
def midpoint(prevpoint,nextpoint,targetDist,totalDist):
newX = prevpoint.X + ((nextpoint.X - prevpoint.X) * (targetDist/totalDist))
newY = prevpoint.Y + ((nextpoint.Y - prevpoint.Y) * (targetDist/totalDist))
return arcpy.Point(newX, newY)
def splitShape(feat,splitDist):
# Count the number of points in the current multipart feature
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#
partcount = feat.partCount
partnum = 0
# Enter while loop for each part in the feature (if a singlepart feature
# this will occur only once)
#
lineArray = arcpy.Array()
while partnum < partcount:
# Print the part number
#
#print "Part " + str(partnum) + ":"
part = feat.getPart(partnum)
#print part.count
totalDist = 0
pnt = part.next()
pntcount = 0
prevpoint = None
shapelist = []
# Enter while loop for each vertex
#
while pnt:
if not (prevpoint is None):
thisDist = distPoint(prevpoint,pnt)
maxAdditionalDist = splitDist - totalDist
#print thisDist, totalDist, maxAdditionalDist
if (totalDist+thisDist)> splitDist:
while(totalDist+thisDist) > splitDist:
maxAdditionalDist = splitDist - totalDist
#print thisDist, totalDist, maxAdditionalDist
newpoint = midpoint(prevpoint,pnt,maxAdditionalDist,thisDist)
lineArray.add(newpoint)
shapelist.append(lineArray)
lineArray = arcpy.Array()
lineArray.add(newpoint)
prevpoint = newpoint
thisDist = distPoint(prevpoint,pnt)
totalDist = 0
lineArray.add(pnt)
totalDist+=thisDist
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else:
totalDist+=thisDist
lineArray.add(pnt)
#shapelist.append(lineArray)
else:
lineArray.add(pnt)
totalDist = 0
prevpoint = pnt
pntcount += 1
pnt = part.next()
# If pnt is null, either the part is finished or there is an
# interior ring
#
if not pnt:
pnt = part.next()
if pnt:
print "Interior Ring:"
partnum += 1
if (lineArray.count > 1):
shapelist.append(lineArray)
return shapelist
if arcpy.Exists(outFC):
arcpy.Delete_management(outFC)
arcpy.Copy_management(inFC,outFC)

deleterows = arcpy.UpdateCursor(outFC)
for iDRow in deleterows:
deleterows.deleteRow(iDRow)
del iDRow
del deleterows
inputRows = arcpy.SearchCursor(inFC)
outputRows = arcpy.InsertCursor(outFC)
fields = arcpy.ListFields(inFC)
numRecords = int(arcpy.GetCount_management(inFC).getOutput(0))
OnePercentThreshold = numRecords // 100
printit(numRecords)
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iCounter = 0
iCounter2 = 0
for iInRow in inputRows:
inGeom = iInRow.shape
iCounter+=1
iCounter2+=1
if (iCounter2 > (OnePercentThreshold+0)):
printit("Splitting stream segement "+str(iCounter) + " of "+ str(numRecords))
iCounter2=0
if (inGeom.length > alongDist):
shapeList = splitShape(iInRow.shape,alongDist)
for itmp in shapeList:
newRow = outputRows.newRow()
for ifield in fields:
if (ifield.editable):
newRow.setValue(ifield.name,iInRow.getValue(ifield.name))
newRow.shape = itmp
outputRows.insertRow(newRow)
else:
outputRows.insertRow(iInRow)
del inputRows
del outputRows
printit("Mischief Managed, streams were split")
#Buffer stream by cell size to calculate average elevation of the stream over the 100 meter reach
arcpy.Buffer_analysis("stream_100m.shp", "stream_100m_buff.shp", cell_size, 'FULL', 'FLAT',
'NONE')
#Get average stream elevation of 100m reach
arcpy.AddField_management ("stream_100m_buff.shp", "stm_elev", "DOUBLE")
rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor ("stream_100m_buff.shp")
for row in rows:
row.ID = row.FID
rows.updateRow(row)
del rows
arcpy.sa.ZonalStatisticsAsTable ("stream_100m_buff.shp", "FID", dem_in,
"stream_outTable.dbf", "DATA", "MEAN")
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management ("stream_100m_buff.shp", "stream_elev")
arcpy.AddField_management ("stream_outTable.dbf", "Id", "DOUBLE")
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rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor ("stream_outTable.dbf")
for row in rows:
row.ID = row.OID
rows.updateRow(row)
del rows
arcpy.AddJoin_management ("stream_elev", "Id", "stream_outTable.dbf", "ID", "KEEP_ALL")
arcpy.CopyFeatures_management ("stream_elev", "stream_elevation.shp")
arcpy.AddField_management ("stream_elevation.shp", "stm_elev", "DOUBLE")
rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor ("stream_elevation.shp")
for row in rows:
row.stm_elev = row.stream_o_4
rows.updateRow(row)
del row
del rows
#Delete Intermediate files and fields
arcpy.DeleteField_management("stream_elevation.shp", ["stream_100", "stream_101",
"stream_102", "stream_out", "stream_o_1", "stream_o_2", "stream_o_3", "stream_o_4",
"stream_o_5"] )
arcpy.Delete_management("stream_100m_buff.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("stream_outTable.dbf")
arcpy.Delete_management("stream_unsplit.shp")
#Calculate average terrace elevation above stream
arcpy.AddMessage("Calculating Average Elevation of Terraces...")
arcpy.SpatialJoin_analysis ("terrace_area2.shp", "stream_elevation.shp",
"stream_terrace_join.shp", "JOIN_ONE_TO_ONE", "KEEP_ALL", '', "CLOSEST")
arcpy.AddField_management ("stream_terrace_join.shp", "elev_abv", "DOUBLE")
rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor ("stream_terrace_join.shp")
for row in rows:
row.elev_abv = row.ave_elev - row.stm_elev
rows.updateRow(row)
del row
del rows
arcpy.Copy_management("stream_terrace_join.shp", "terraces.shp")
arcpy.DeleteField_management("terraces.shp", ["Join_Count", "TARGET_FID", "ave_elev",
"stm_elev"])
arcpy.AddMessage("Mapping Elevations to stream...")
#Map average elevation of terraces near the channel to the buffered stream layer
arcpy.SpatialJoin_analysis ("stream_elevation.shp", "stream_terrace_join.shp",
"stream_terraces.shp", "JOIN_ONE_TO_ONE", "KEEP_ALL", '', "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE",
streamwidth)
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arcpy.DeleteField_management("stream_terraces.shp", ["Join_Count", "TARGET_FID",
"stm_elev", "Join_Cou_1", "TARGET_F_1", "ave_elev", "area", "stm_elev_1"])
arcpy.AddMessage("Deleting intermediate files...")
arcpy.Delete_management("stream_terrace_join.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("terrace_area2.shp")
arcpy.Delete_management("stream_elevation.shp")
arcpy.AddMessage("Terrace Extraction Complete: by Utah State University")

